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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research was to measure delignification diversity within kraft
pulping processes. Pulps were prepared from loblolly pine using 2.5-mm-thick chips and 10.0-
mm-thick chips to produce controlled pulps with narrow and broad lignin content distributions.
In addition, pulps were obtained from a conventional s'mgle vessel continuous digester before
and after conversion to Lo-solids TM pulping and Lo-level TM feed. Interfiber variability in density
was measured and inferred to lignin content in each mill process condition and related to
laboratory pulp interfiber uniformity. In addition, the application of infrared microspectroscpy in
quantitative single fiber analyses was investigated.
The new density gradient column designed for this project provided improved structural
integrity and a near linear optical path for imaging. Cross-polarization techniques provided high
contrast images of the cellulose fibers through digital image averaging. Experimental techniques
were modified to increase measurement accuracy and precision. The standard error of prediction
was 6.5 kappa number for single fiber kappa number analyses, and measurement error was
insignificant. Density gradient column Valonia cellulose density measurements were not
statistically different than X-ray diffraction and electron diffraction estimates of Valonia
cellulose density. The average kraft holocellulose density was 1.5458 +0.0015 g/ml, and the
calculated lignin density was !.2719 +0.0090 g/ml.
Lignin content distributions were modeled using a composite of two normal distributions
termed distribution A and distribution B. Distribution A was limited to a delignification
minimum of approximately 20 kappa number, whereas distribution B was limited to a
delignification minimum of approximately 35 kappa number. The quantity of distribution B
contributed a maximum of 35-40%, regar_ess of chip thickness or process condition. The
overall standard deviation in kappa number ranged from 11.5 to 17.7 in 10.0-mm-thick chip
pulps and from 2.2 to 9.0 in 2.5-mm-thick chip pulps. Standard deviations for the component
distributions were statistically different for each pulp sample, and distribution B disappeared
with extended delignification in 2.5-mm-thick chip pulps.
Efforts to use infrared microspectroscopy were unsuccessful in determining interfiber
lignin content diversity. However, difference spectra taken at each stage of delignification
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CHAPTER ONE' INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis work has been to measure kraft pulping uniformity on a fiber-
to-fiber basis. Using interfiber measurements to relate the physical and chemical characteristics
of kraft pulp has provided the pulp and paper 'mdustry with fundamental information on the
effects of nonuniform pulping. This microscale measurement was developed to advance the
industry's understanding of macroscale pulp quality differences.
Delignification uniformity in this thesis refers to the ability of a process to subject a given
wood furnish to uniform reaction conditions in all parts of the digester. The ulthuate goal of
pulping is to produce a uniform product on a fiber-to-fiber basis with maximum strength and
yield at a given kappa number. Minimizing imerfiber lignin content diversity will result in an
increase in pulp quality _.
CAUSE OF NONUNIFORMITY IN PULP
Nonuniform pulp can result from interdigester and intradigester nonuniformity 2.
Interdigester nonuniformity can be the result of a fluctuation in chemical charge application, H-
factor calculation, finnish swings, etc. Intradigester nonuniformity may result from
heterogeneous chip size, inhomogeneo_ or insufficient liquor flux, and unequal temperature
and/or chemical distribution inside and outside of the chips TM. Improvements in uniformity
generally imply that there are fewer overcooked and undercooked chips _.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The objective of chemical pulping is to delignify wood and produce individual wood
fibers. Uniform delignification results in pulps of higher strength and yield than nonuniform
delignification _'3. Nonuniform delignification can lower the quality of pulp by increasing
bleaching chemical demand 2'4'6'7.Recently, development in pulping has focused on extended
delignification processes 8'_4.Increasing interfiber uniformity may allow for extended
delignification without unacceptable cellulose degradation. In mm, less bleaching chemical may
be required to reach the desired level of delignification, thus providing a positive environmental
impact 6. Development of fiber-to-fiber uniformity measurement methods will help isolate
conditions that are promoting an inhomogeneous product and provide a step forward towards
optimized pulping processes.
PAST RESEARCH
Process optimization relates directly to the achievement of a high quality product and
higher profits, thus, it is the goal of any industrial operation. The quality of the final product is
dependent on the raw materials and process conditions in which the raw materials are subjected.
For example, the pulp and paper industry uses unbleached laboratory pulps as the realistic quality
potential of a given fiber source 4'15'17. Results from quality comparisons of mill pulps to
1341539
laboratory or pilot-plant pulps are readily available in the literature"' ' .
Pulping uniformity is reliant on homogeneous conditions within the digester vessel.
Wood species, chip size distribution, and the temperature and chemical profile within the
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Figure 1. Pulping uniformity considerations.
There are six general considerations relevant to kraft pulping uniformity: interdigester,
intradigester, interchip, intrachip, interfiber, and intrafiber. The points A, B, and C in the
diagrams represent positions that may vary in uniformity. Variabilities in cases 1-4 are assumed
to produce the interfiber diversity concept of case 5 and may also result in the intrafiber diversity
of case 6.
It is difficult to provide a process that delignifies each region of the heterogeneous chip
equally. Chip structure and process conditions are the source of all nonuniformities in the
pulping process. One possible source of delignification diversity may be inherent in the wood
structure--differences between earlywood and latewood. Small differences have been found to
exist between earlywood and latewood delignification, but have not been proven to be a major
source of interfiber diversity 4°'45. Variation exists in wood morphology with regard to earlywood,
latewood, juvenile wood, mature wood, sapwood, heartwood, ring age, and height above ground.
Geographic location also plays a large part in the variability of wood 46'49.In fact, variability
within a specific tree and among a stand of the same species can be as pronounced as the
differences found among the various species of southern pine 5°. Table 1 lists average
morphological characteristics of loblolly pine (Pinus taeda).
Table 1. Loblolly pine earlywood and latewood morphological characteristics.
earlywood latewood reference
cell wall, _tm 5.02 12.30 51
cell lumen, gm 43.47 17.58. 51
cell diameter, gm 53.50 42.17 51
tracheid length, gm 4.23 4.37 51
relative # of tracheids
in a 1/6" annual ring
(50%EW/50%LW) 57 87 52
# ofpits per tracheid 100-200 25 40,53
lignin distribution, %
2 ° wall 72 81 54
middle lamella 28 19 54
(It should be noted that the percentages listed are on the basis of the wood present in that particular
increment. The earlywood:latewood ratio has a direct correlation with the amount of latewood 2° wall lignin
relative to earlywood 2 ° war lignin present within an annual ring.)
If the wood fibers were homogeneous in chemistry and physical structure, it may be
expected that delignification would be relatively uniform within small diffusion limitations.
From Table 1, it is apparent that wood fibers do exhibit differences.
Paulson 55was the first to measure interfiber diversity within pulps using a density
gradient column. Tichy and Procter 6used this technique to define, mix, and measure the quality
of nonuniform pulps. Homg, Mackie, and Tichy _5'_6later used the technique to define and
i i
!iii_
explain these nonuniformities in mill-produced pulps. These studies Mll be discussed further in
Chapter Three. Other investigations have included UV microspectroscopy56 and fluorescence
microphotometry 57. Pulp quality inferences have been made by mixing pulps with assumed
levels of uniformity58,59,and a patent 6°was granted for a UV fluorescence application.
i
THESIS OBJECTIVES 
The thesis proposal addressed the physical and chemical limitations in kraft pulping and . .
proposed a technique to quantify delignification diversity on a microscale using fiber density 
relationships. It has been shown that pulp quality is inversely proportional to delignification 
diversity. However, there have been few observations of this diversity at the interfiber level. 
The most likely source of nonuniformities in kraft pulping was assumed to be chip thickness, and 
. sufficiently thick chips have been shown to be diffusion-limited. Chips that are thin enough to 
provide reaction rates independent of diftision limitations are considered chemical reaction- 
limited. Chapter Two provides a discussion of these controlling factors. The original objectives 
were stated as follows: 
1. Provide comprehensive data on interfiber uniformity using the density gradient column 
and the Wly developed thermal density co 
2. Determine the cause of standard deviations present in density measurements of fully 
bleached pulps. 
3. Compare nonuniform pulps from diftision-limited cooks to uniform pulps from 
chemical-reaction-limited cooks. 
4. Measure pulp quality as a function of interfiber diversity. 
5. Utilize the developed interfiber measurement procedure to analyze and predict pulp 
quality from mill-produced pulp. 
The origmal list of objectives was modified as a result of changes in the proposed i_
experimental approach. Objective 1 was changed due to faille of the thermal density column
approach. Multiple difficulties inherent in the technique development led to elimination of
objective 4 and modification of objective 5. The overall objective of quantifying kraft pulping
diversity on a microscale using fiber density relationships remains the same. However, the thesis
objectives were changed as follows:
1. Provide comprehensive data on 'mterfiber uniformity using the density gradient column
and FTIR microspectroscopy.
2. Determine the cause of standard deviations present in density measurements of fully
bleached pulps.
3. Compare nonuniform pulps from diffusion-limited cooks to uniform pulps from
chemicalreaction-limitedcooks.







Kraft delignification is an alkaline process that utilizes NaOH and Na2S as active
chemicals in the liquor to remove lignin from wood, and is based on approximately five steps: 1)
movement of pulping chemicals to the chip surface; 2) diffusion of the p_ping chemicals to the
reaction site; 3) reaction between the pulping chemicals and the lignin; 4) diffusion of the
i :
degraded lignin to the chip surface; and 5) movement of degraded lignin into the bulk liquor.
Steps 1 and 5 do not normally impede delignification, whereas one of steps 2 through 4 may be i
ratelimiting61.
There are three distinct phases of delignification during kraft pulping: initial, bulk, and
residual. The initial phase consists primarily of the cleavage of linkages of the oc-arylether type
in free phenolic lignins. Approximately 15-25% of the lignin is removed during the initial phase,
with the amount removed dependent on the wood species and cooking conditions 62. The bulk i_ii
phase consists of the cleavage of the [3-aryl ether type lignins, and comprises 75-85% of the
delignification. The residual phase removes lignin types that are more resistant to kraft pulping. !_
iii
About 2-3% of the lignin content in p_p is considered resistant6_.At least part of the lignin
present in the residual phase is condensed lignin produced during the delignification process.
Bleaching chemicals are required to remove this type of lignin from the pulp 6_.
i̧
· i i
The relative amounts of lignin in earlywood and latewood suggest that the lignin
available for reaction would be higher 'm earlywood, resulting in preferential earlywood lignin
dissolution. However, some lignin types are more reactive than others.
Lignin Reactivity
Kraft delignification has been seen to dissolve lignin almost exclusively from the
secondary wall during the initial and early bulk phases of delignification 63'64.The concentration
of phenolic hydroxy and methoxy groups is directly related to the ease of pulping and both
groups are found more frequently in secondary wall lignin. In fact, about 88% of spruce
secondary wall lignin has been observed to follow first-order kinetics, as compared to only about
one-third of the middle lamella lignin 63. Middle lamella lignin is low in methoxy and phenolic
hydroxy groups as compared to secondary wall lignin 63'64.Removal of middle lamella lignin is
not physically limited by the secondary wall of the fiber 64.Rather, a lower percentage of
methoxy groups would indicate that fewer syringyl units are present in the middle lamella.
Syringyl lignin units inhibit condensation reactions that lead to the more resistant condensed
lignin structures.
Pulping of wood occurs by exposing the lignin to pulping chemicals that enter the wood
structure by means of penetration and diffusion. Penetration is the movement of liquid into the
capillaries of wood under the influence of a pressure gradient, whereas diffusion refers to the
movement of ions through water and is a comparatively slow process 65. Complete impregnation
66
of the wood with cooking liquor is the first step in achieving uniform delignification .
Cooking chemicals may enter the wood structure in various ways: diffusion through the
outer boundary of the chip, penetration into the fiber lumens followed by diffusion through the
. cell wall, or progression between the fibers, starting at a pit membrane. Relationships between
chip dimensions and mass transfer are prevalent in the literature 18'65,67'1°2Excellent review
articles are available on this topic 72'87'9°'93.
Pulping Limitations and Ways to Minimize Them
The literature contains many studies of penetration and diffusion of fluids into wood 91'95.
Studies have also been performed to show the effects of pH on mass transfer 96'98. Earlier research
utilized gravimetrics 53,99and radioactive tracers a5,_°°4°2to monitor penetration and diffusion.
More recent studies have impregnated, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and photographed chips to try to
establish the role of penetration and diffusion in pulping 2'_°3.
Penetration
The penetration of wood with cooking chemicals is directly related to wood permeability.
The number, size, and degree of obstructions within the wood structure dictate the permeability 52.
Due to the structural differences within wood, it can be expected that the permeability would be
different with respect to the longitudinal, radial, and tangential directions. Indeed, the ratio of
permeabilityfor waterflowin saturatedsouthempinesapwoodin the
longitudinal:radial:tangentialdirectionsis approximately100:4'1 52.
The tracheids of loblolly pine average 3-5-mm in length. Since wood chips are over 5-
mm long, the cooking chemical must pass through a series of adjacent cell wall openings to
10
travel through the chip by means of the penetration mechanism. The majority of the fluid flow
exists between the longitudinal tracheids and will now be discussed.
It has been shownthat the pitpairs allow forpassageof chemicalsbetweentracheidsTM.
The pit contains a membranous valve-like structure with a center toms and a peripheral margo.
Penetration occurs through the margo, unless the pit is aspirated. The aspiration (i.e., closed pit
structure) is representative of what can occur from the deposition of extractives, or simply from
the surface tension forces of water 52.
Increasing the moisture content of wood may increase the permeability of pulping
chemicals by reducing pit aspirations, thereby releasing the toms from the pit aperture. Although
the margo is more easily penetrated in earlywood, its flexibility may lead to increased pit
aspiration due to the surface tension forces of water 52'53'1°4.With regard to latewood, a smaller
number of pits, lower permeability of the margo, and higher occurrence of resin encmstation may
hinder fluid flow regardless of a moisture increase s2. Therefore, chip moisture affects the
penetration that occurs at early stages of the kraft pulping process. Presteaming is considered a
way of exceeding penetration limitations and will be discussed in a later section.
Diffusion
At some point in the cook, penetration is essentially complete and the transport of alkali
into the chip is controlled by diffusion. Stone 9s'96believed that fibers have virtually no passages
for direct liquid movement into the middle lamella, and must delignify strictly by a diffusion
mechanism. Hartler and Onisko 90'94 stated that most chemicals transported into the chip have
arrived by the time bulk phase delignification begins. It was also emphasized that most of the
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chemicals brought in by penetration are used up through the neutralization of extractives and 
carbohydrate degradation products. According to Lunerlos, this immediate reaction of the 
alkaline cooking chemical increases the concentration gradient and accelerates diffision. 
Diftision will occur wherever water is present. This includes the water within the cell 
wall, pit membranes, and fiber lumens. It has also been shown that diffusion is not dependent on 
the pits alone, but is dependent on the total cross-sectional area of the diffusion paths and the 
distance to be traveled by the ions’! The cell wall capillaries that allow ionic diffusion are not 
seen microscopicafly, but can be assumed to exist from the nearly equal three directional 
diffusion brought about by swelling under alkaline conditions’! Alkaline swelling is considered 
a way of minimizing diffusion limitations and will be discussed in a later section. 
Diftision through a porous surface is modeled by Fick’s Second Law, and describes the 
dependence of pulping chemical flux through the chip on the concentration gradient across the 
chiplo6. e equation is stated as 
dC 
dt 
- - D d2C 
G!x 2 (1) 
where D is the diftision coefficient; C is the concentration of cooking chemical at time t, and x is 
the position of the cooking chemical as it progresses in the chip. 
The temperature dependence of the diftision coefficient has been expressed by the 
following equation62~g*~107: 
D = KT’/2e-E”IRT 
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where, D is the diffusion coefficient; K is a proportionality constant; T is the temperature; Ea is
the activation energy of diffusion, and R is the gas constant. Knowing the diffusion coefficient at
different temperatures allows for calculation of the activation energy of diffusion.
Each phase of delignification has an associated energy of activation. Comparing
activation energy values is a method of determining whether chemical transport into the chip or
chemical reaction is the controlling factor. The activation energy for diffusion through wood
according to Equation (2) has been found to be approximately 50 kJ/mo162. Initial phase
delignification has an activation energy of 40-50 kJ/mo162'1°?. When comparing the activation
energies, it is apparent that initial phase delignification is diffusion-limited. This has been
fixrther reinforced by showing that the initial phase of delignification is zero order in EA,
meaning there is no observed dependence on chemical concentration. Bulk phase delignification
has an activation energy of 130-150 kJ/mo193'98'1°8'1°9. Relying on the formation of qumone
methide compounds and Ss2 reactions, the bulk phase has the highest activation energy of all
three delignification phases. A comparison of the activation energies would imply that under
ideal conditions, bulk phase delignification is chemical reaction-limited. Ideal conditions are
those where the wood structure does not impede mass transfer. Resid_l phase delignification
has an activation energy of 90-120 kJ/mo161'9s'1°9 and is also chemical reaction-limited under ideal
conditions.
Penetration and diffusion are also affected by pH and various pretreatments. Effects of
pH and steaming pretreatments on the mass transfer of pulping chemical will now be discussed
as a means of exceeding pulping limitations.
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pH-Alkaline Swelling of Fibers
Pulping under alkaline conditions has advantages. The most notable advantage is the
equalization of diffusion rates brought about by the swelling induced formation of transient cell
wall capillaries. The capillaries exist in proportion to the mount of alkaline induced fiber
swelling, and this swelling is somewhat dependent on the extent of the cook 1_°.For instance, the
flow through the transient cell wall capillaries is o_y about 0.01-0.02% of the flow through the
pits, with water alone as the swelling agent 53.
The impact of pH on the effective capillary cross-sectional area (ECCSA) was measured
by Stone 96,relating rates of chemical diffusion directly to the porosity of the solid medium. The
ECCSA is a conductivity resistance ratio. It is obtained by saturating wood with cooking
chemical and measuring the resistance to conductivity between platinum electrodes. Likewise,
the resistance to conductivity is measured in kraft cooking liquor in the absence of wood. In
alkaline processes over pH 12.9, it was concluded that diffusion in the transverse directions was
approximately equal to the diffusion in the longitudinal direction. This method of minimizing
pulping limitations is unique to the alkaline pulping process 71'72'96'111.Kraft delignification
typically has a startingpH of 13.5-14.0TM.
Diffusion of pulping chemical across the 7 _tm fiber wall is clearly much more difficult
without alkaline swelling, and would otherwise occur mainly through intertracheid pit
membranes. Much research has been performed with regard to alkaline pulping chemical and its
mass transfer into wood chips n°'53'_°t'_°2'_o4.A comprehensive report of the findings is beyond the
scope of this thesis, but it should be noted that alkaline conditions provide superior mass transfer
within wood chips at pH values of 12.9 or higher. Therefore, ensuring that the alkali charge is
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sufficient throughout the cook should help to exceed diffusion limitations that may otherwise
exist under alkali limited conditions.
Steam Pretreatment
Presteaming reduces digester heat-up time, improves chip impregnation, increases chip
moisture content, and displaces entrapped air within the chips 52'99'112'113.Both atmospheric and
pressurized conditions can be used to enhance penetration by dissolving some of the pitch that
may cause pit aspirations. Theoretical and practical applications of chip presteaming have been
investigated by many researchers 4°'92'99'111'113,114.
Chip Thickness
Chip thickness and pulping temperature have the greatest effect on pulp heterogeneity,
and are directly related to diffusion in wood 3'72'84'87'90'93'94'101'115. Kulkami and Nolan 93, and
others 72'87,provide data showing that 3-mm is the opt'anal chp thickness. In other words, chips
over 3-mm-thick become nonuniformly pulped. Others have stated that observable
nonuniformities occur with chip thicknesses over 2=rBII13'76'88'90'94.
The chip surface area is larger on the top and bottom than on the side, and the distance
traveled across the thickness is the shortest for diffusion il2. Figure 2 is a diagram of a wood chip,
illustrating the direction in which chemicals enter the chip.
15





Figure 2. Diagram illustrating chemical entry into a wood chip.
gkhtaruzzaman 72'77 stated that approximately 80% of al! kraft pulp mills operate with a
majority of chip thicknesses in the range of 3-7-mm. However, oversize chips have been found
in varying degrees within pulp mills, ultimately adding to the nonuniformity of the product TM.
Chip thickness is fundamemal to the process of chip screening and chip quality
assessment. Hatton s3discussed the importance of chip screening while stressing the advantages
of lignin content uniformity. Techniques for thorough sampling of chip quality before the chips
are unloaded from the delivery trucks are practiced TM,as well as chip quality improvement
efforts 79's_.The disturbing fact is that poor chip quality and uniformity is detrimental to all
downline operations, not just pulping TM. Low quality chips produce a low quality pulp, which
may then produce a low quality product. Therefore, assessment of nonuniformity in pulping
should really begin at the chipper.
Kraft delignification is an old process. Kleppe 2°'21produced excellent review articles
explaining the history and goals of the process. Since that time, much work has been done to
improve the quality of kraft pulp, and much is left to do 3'4'116'118. Manufacturers of commercial
digesters recognized the benefits of extending delignification and began to implement the
119 121
following four basic principles ' · 1) hydroxide concentrations should be kept as low as
possible beginning in the early stages; 2) hydrosulfide concentrations should be kept as high as
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possible beginning in the early pulping stages; 3) dissolved lignin and sodium concentrations
should be kept as low as possible, especially in later pulping stages; 4) temperature should be
kept as low as possible, especially at the beginning and end of bulk delignification. Innovations
based on these principles exist in the Beloit RDH TM process 122425,the Ahlstrom-Kamyr
MCC/EMCC TM and Kamyr A/B ITC TM processes 126'131,the Sunds Superbatch TM process 132,and the
IMPCO Enerbatch TM process 133,now owned by Beloit. The following _scussion describes some
of the recent work done to improve pulp quality as a function of pulping uniformity in
conventional and modified pulping processes.
BATCH DIGESTER STUDIES
A technique that has been used in recent years to assess digester performance is the
hanging-basket technique. Blume 27brought forth the first paper describing specific uses for this
technique, and credits the Charleston mill of West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company for
introducing the technique in 1950.
MacLeod 4'17'22'26'28'32'35'38has measured quality in both batch and continuous digesters,
where the hanging-basket technique was used to more fully assess uniformity in batch digesters.
The major discovery of these studies was that pulp inside a batch digester prior to blowing is
capable of having strength values near those of laboratory pulps. After blowing, pulp strength
lower 28'36'37 Through reapplication of the hanging-basket technique, MacLeod 22'23canbe 20-30%
was able to identify that strength is primarily lost in the discharge system of batch processes.
This observation was unique to softwood operations, whereas hardwoods were considered to be
1 25 28 32
thin-walled and flexible enough to withstand the discharge' ' ' .
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Tikka et al. 1'18'29'67used a three basket array to measure delignification uniformity and
strength distribution within batch digesters. Data on both conventional and displacement heating
processes were obtained 1'29,along with data on chip thickness effects 18'67. Conventional cooks
displayed kappa number deviations of about 10 units between baskets, whereas Sunds
Superbatch TM displacement heating cooks displayed kappa number deviations of 2-4 units
between baskets. These results were shown for average kappa v_ues of 19 and 301'29. Chip
thickness screening systems were found to reduce rejects considerably. These results led to
subsequent batch and continuous digester mill scale studies, where complete fiber lines were
switched to modem chip thickness and fines screening TM. Rejects and knots were reduced by 60
and 70%, respectively. Pulping yield increased by 0.5%, tear strength increased 1 unit at
constant tensile, viscosity increased 5%, and 10% less alkali was required in the 0 2 bleaching
stage for a given kappa reductionTM.
Anderson and Rea 3°used the triple basket technique to measure interdigester and
intradigester variability within batch digesters. Both directly and indirectly heated digesters were
found to produce a highly nonuniform product, where each exhibited a range of at least 10 kappa
units between baskets. Process conditions were improved as a result of the study, where a
minimum variability of 2.5 units in the indirectly heated digesters was achieved.
More recently, work has been done by Gullichsen et al.3, regarding p_ping uniformity
within a batch digester using a three-tier hanging basket technique. Although past research has
69 77 90
shown that chip thickness is critical to pulp uniformity ' ' , this work differs from previous
129 30
studies ' ' in that it relates within chip delignification uniformity to intradigester region using
the familiar hanging-basket technique 2'5'1°3'1°7'135It was found that chips over 2-mm-thick were
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nonuniformly pulped. Chips over 5-mm-thick were poorly delignified, res_ting in steep kappa
gradients across the chips that produced a loss of overall yield and pulp strength.
A method has yet to be developed that has the advantages of the hanging basket
technique for continuous digesters. In fact, the only published intradigester studies that have
been performed to improve pulp quality in continuous digesters were done over 30 years ago by
Knutsson and Stockman 33 and Annergren, Ohm, and Rydholm 34.
CONTINUOUS DIGESTER STUDIES
Early Kamyr continuous digester systems were inferior to the batch digester systems with
regard to strength and ease of beating. Jansson 33'136of Kamyr AB developed a technique to
sample pulp "through-the-wall" of a continuous digester vessel with the hope of obtaining
information to improve pulp quality. The discovery was that pulp of very high quality was
present prior to discharge from the digester. Jansson's 33'136sampling technique aided in
improving cont'muous digester pulp quality, ukimately leading to the elimination of the hot
blow33, 34.
Since the earlier studies 33'34'136,mills have not been receptive to the idea of drilling a hole
through the side of an operating Kamyr continuous digester. Until intradigester sampling is
possible, process optimization will need to occur as a result of analyses outside of the continuous
digester vessel.
Pulp strength delivery problems still exist among the Kamyr digester systems installed
throughout the world in the last 40 years 4. Virtually all of the softwood cases that have been
measured show strength delivery problems, ranging from 60-80% strength delivery based on
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laboratory-produced standards 4. Older vessels show strength deliveries of 70-75%, whereas
newer designs can reach the low-to mid-80% range. Modem digester designs continue to have
pulp quality problems. In fact, modem digester designs have pulp strengths equal to the older
vessels 4. Many factors need to be evaluated to determine what is causing a reduction in pulp
quality, such as mechanical damage, temperature variation in the cook zone, and nonuniform
chip movement.
Becker _9performed pilot plant simulations of conventional continuous cooking and
extended modified continuous cooking (EMCC) with various chip thicknesses. A continuous
cook with no presteaming gave appreciable rejects with the thicker chips, whereas the EMCC
process with presteaming gave negligible rejects, even with the thickest chips. The EMCC pulps
were stronger in all cases at kappa numbers comparable to the conventional cooks. It should be
noted, however, that continuous digester simulations are similar to batch cooks; plug flow is not
simulated under laboratory conditions.
Homg, Mackie, and Tichf 5''6have published the only data relating interfiber uniformity
to continuous digester process conditions. The performances of six Kamyr continuous digesters
were evaluated and will be discussed further in the density gradient column section of this paper.
Tikka 137investigated the results of switching to modem chip thickness and screening
67 134
systems in continuous digester pulping operations. Based on earlier research ' , significant
improvements throughout the fiber line were expected. Results were most dramatic in this study'
rejects were reduced by 85%, tear strength increased 1 unit at constant tensile, oxygen
delignification required less alkali, and brown stock strength delivery increased from 83-89%.
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Simulation models have been developed to predict the behavior of kraft pulping
processes. Christensen, Albright, and Williams _38,Burazin and McDonough _39,and Gustafson et
al. at the University of Washington 2'5'1°3'1°7'135'14°'142have developed computer simulation models.
Although the simulations provide useful information, they could be further validated with actual
uniformity data 3'4.
ON-LINE ANALYSES
On-line analysis systems such as the STFI OPTI-Kappa TM 143 have been implemented to
control process conditions and maintain pulp quality. The inability to access pulp from the
inside of digesters forces operators to rely on these sensors. At the present time, there are no on-
line measurement systems available to measure interfiber uniformity.
Process control in the pulp and paper industry has been improved with the
implementation of on-line an_ysis instruments that monitor the lignin content of pulp exiting the
digester and at various points in the bleaching process 142'146. In addition, conductivity sensors
have been made available to monitor the ionic strength of pulping liquor 147'15°. Titrimetric
procedures have been used to monitor residual alkali TM, but involve a much longer delay time.
The major aim of on-line analysis is to alert operators to variability in process conditions m'_52.
Steps can then be taken to reduce process variability and produce pulps of higher quality m.
Interestingly, heterogeneity in continuous digester delignification has been observed with
143152the advent of on-line kappa number analyzers ' . A constant fluctuation of at least + 5-10% in
a time scale of tens of minutes has been observed 152,but did not coincide with kappa number
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profiles in the pulp obtained at fixed 2-hour intervals. This suggests that mixed stock may mask
significant interfiber lign'm content diversity.
TASK OBJECTIVES
Process optimization in kraft pulping is a continuous effort with the goal of higher profits
and lower environmental impact. It has been shown by some of the most pro_nent scientists in
the industry that measurements of 'mterfiber pulping uniformity can aid in understanding the
benefits of cost intensive process modifications. Interfiber uniformity measurements will
improve upon the current knowledge of kraft pulping fundmemals, ultimately leading to a better
understanding of macroscale pulp quality.
Continuous digesters have the greatest need for pulp uniformity measurements 4''5'_6.
Neither intradigester nor intrachip studies are practical for continuous digesters at this fane. A
method to diagnose interfiber uniformity at the digester discharge will provide useful
information and lead to further process optimization in these systems. Furthermore, an
investigation of Lo-solids TM pulping _53'_54and Lo-level TM feed _55process conversions will provide
information on state-of-the-art advancements. Lo-solids TM pulping is a process modification that
maintains the third principle of minimizing dissolved lignin and sodium content during the
residual phase. Multiple "cheater flows" are added to points of circulation to aid in the reduction
TMof dissolved lignin and sodium TM. Lo-level feed is an akemative chip feed system that
provides plug flow of wood chips through a presteaming vessel. This modification allows
sufficient presteaming of chips under atmospheric pressure, thus eliminating the need for a
pressurized presteaming vessel. The resuk is a system that requires less space, is more flexible,
and allows the impregnation stage to operate at lower temperatures.
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The following were the objectives of this portion of the thesis work: 1) produce 2.5-mm-
thick chip pulps to serve as uniform pulp standards, 2) produce 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps to
serve as diffusion-limited nonuniform pulps, and 3) acquire mill-produced pulps from a single





Table 2 lists the necessary chemicals. For common analyses, such as kappa number,
viscosity, and ABC titrations, chemicals from the common laboratory supply were used.
Table 2. Chemical listing.
Chemical Vendor
sodiumsulfide,analyticalgrade VWR
sodium hydroxide, analytical grade VWR




The wood used in all laboratory experiments was provided by Georgia Pacific of
Madison, Georgia. Rotary cut 0.100 inch-thick (2.5-mm) veneer in 4 fix 8 fi sheets was
produced from the bottom 8 fi section of a 22-year-old loblolly pine for uniform pulping
experiments. The inner 4-inch core of the log was excluded in veneer cutting. The middle 8 fi
section was used to produce 10.0-mm-thick chips for nonuniform pulping experiments. All chips
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were hand-cut to 25-mm in the longitudinal direction, 25-mm in the tangential direction, and
well mixed prior to pulping. Chip thickness was based on the radial direction in both the 2.5 and
10.0-mm-thick chips.
Equipment
In addition to a standard MK digester TM arrangement, a presteaming vessel and large
dessicator jar were used to presteam and impregnate chips. Figure 3 illustrates the presteaming





J drilled steam distribution tube
' condensate drain valve
Figure 3. Presteam'mg vessel
Presteaming provided a pressure gradient for impregnation when chips were quickly
covered by the cooler ambient cooking liquor 40'92'99'111'113'114.In addition, condensed steam
provided a pathway for chemical diffusion while reducing the time required to reach cook
temperature and displacing entrapped air 99'52'112'113. A stainless steel distribution tube was
designed to create an equal distribution of steam throughout the chip mass, and a condensate
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drain valve was installed to minimize fluctuations in _kali charge from condensed steam. The
condensate drain valve was closed immediately after presteaming, and ambient cooking liquor
was quickly added to produce the pressure gradient. The chip/liquor slun_ was then transferred
to the large dessicator jar. If any floating chips were observed, a water aspirator vacuum was
repeatedly applied until all chips sank.
Methods
A range of laboratory kraft pulps were produced from 2.5-mm-thick chips and 10.0-mm-
thick chips to assess the dependence of interfiber _formity on diffusion limitations. Pulp lignin
contents varied from a maximum of approximately 60 kappa number to the minimum achievable
kappa number for each chip furnish. Effective alk_i, sulfidity, and liquor-to-wood ratio were
held constant at 40 gpl, 30%, and 6' 1, respectively.
All pulp samples were produced from 500 g O.D. chips according to the following
procedure: 1) presteam chips for 2 hours under atmospheric pressure; 2) implement water
aspirator vacuum to assist in chip impregnation when necessary; 3) use a constant EA of 40 gpl
for all pulps with L:W ratio of 6' 1, corresponding to a 24% charge on wood; 4) use a constant
sulfidity of 30% based on AA for all pulps; and 5) vary pulping temperature from 150-170°C to
achieve desired H-factors.
Mill-produced pulps were obtained from Gulf States Paper Corporation, Demopolis,
Alabama. The pulps originated from the following continuous digester process conditions' 1)
153 154
conventional feed and conventional cooking; 2) conventional feed and Lo-solids TM cooking ' ;




Table 3 summarizes information on the laboratory-produced kraft pulps used in this
study. A liquor to wood ratio of 6:1 was chosen to enhance mass transfer of cooking chemicals
into the hand-cut chips, and percent sulfidity was based on active alkali. All pulps were subject
to chlorite holopulping and serve as ligmn-free pulp standards for the sample set 156.
Table 3. Description of laboratory pulps.
Parameter 1 2 3 4 7 9
chip thickness, mm 10.0 2.5 10.0 2.5 10.0 2.5
temperature, C 150 150 170 165 160 154
H-factor 548 548 2803 1892 1274 786
kappa number 63.7 54.6 23.4 15.9 33.4 33.9
viscosity, cP 46.07 44.97 16.88 17.19 37.58
yield, unscreened 0.520 0.442 0.423 0.394 0.482 0.455
yield, screened 0.515 0.442 0.413 0.394 0.474 0.455
time to temperature, min. 60 60 60 60 60 60
time at temperature, min. 240 240 240 240 240 240
L:W---6:I, EA=24% on wood
30% sulfidity (based on AA)
Mill Pulps
Mill-produced pulps were obtained from Ahlstrom-Kamyr. The pulps originated from
the following continuous digester process modifications' 1) conventional feed and conventional
153 154
cooking; 2) conventional feed and Lo-solids TM cooking ' ; and 3) Lo-level TM feed and Lo-
solids TM cooking _Ss.The pulps were obtained during a series of modifications to a conventional
single vessel continuous digester. All pulps were subject to c_orite holopulping to serve as
lignin-free pulp standards 156.
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Table 4. Description of mil! pulps.
Sample Description Kappa Number Viscosity, cP
Kamyr 1964 conventional feed/conventional cook 31.4 34.7
Kamyr 832 Lo-level feed/Lo-solids cook 24.6 27.3
Kamyr 4170 conventional feed/Lo-solids cook 24.1 22.2
DISCUSSION
The pulps in Table 3 came from a set of 15 pulps whose characteristics are fin'ther
described in Figure 4, Figure 5, and Appendix A. Figure 4 shows that a larger amount oflignin
removal occurred at a given H-factor with 2.5-mm-thick chips. The alkali had a shorter diffusion
distance to the reaction site, and dissolved lignin was required to leach through a shorter
diffusion distance from inside the chip into the cooking medium. Moreover, it is proposed that a
wider alkali concentration gradient existed between the outer chip boundary and center for 10.0-
mm-thick chips than for 2.5-mm-thick chips s7'72.
Figure 5 shows that pulps from 2.5-mm-thick chips were of substantially higher viscosity
than pulps from 10.0-mm-thick chips at a given kappa number. This viscosity difference was
assumed to result from overcooking of the chip perimeter relative to the chip ce.nter in the thick
chips 72'76'90'94'115. Early research by Hartler et al.9°'94did not show viscosity differences in the
range of 3-7 mm chip thickness, whereas that of Akhtamzzaman et al. 72'76and Gullichsen TM did
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Figure 5. Viscosity vs. Tappi T236 kappa number.
Differences in viscosity and kappa number obtained from extreme differences in chip
thicknesshaveshownearlyevidenceof delignificationdiversity. Densitygradientcolumn
distributions were successful in providing further insight into kraft pulping limitations.
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CHAPTER THREE: DENSITY GRADIENT COLUMN
PRINCIPLES
General Applications
The concept of the density gradient column was first documented by Galileo in 1630 by
submerging a ball of wax in a fresh water/saltwater gradient _57.In 1855, Fick demonstrated the
principle of the interdiffusion of miscible liquids. In 1936, Lindstrom and Lange began
monitoring chemical reactions in density gradient columns. In the early 1960's, ultracentrifuge
techniques were being utilized to disperse macromolecules in density gradients. Oster and
Yamamoto 157provide an excellent review of density gradient techniques and their history.
Density gradient columns are very sensitive instruments used to measure density
distributions, and can provide measurements accurate to 10.7g/ml. This resolution is more than
sufficient, because the most accurate densities are typically reported to only 10'5 g/ml.
Essentially, the column is a mixture of completely miscible solvents whose composition varies
157
with column height. Density gradients can be produced by diffusion , mixing 157'_59,or
157
ultracentrifugation .
The density gradient column has many applications. For example, it can monitor the
extent of a chemical reaction. Changes in bond type, quantity of isomer, degree of crystallinity,
etc. can be measured and related to density changes _57.The application of most interest in this
study is the ability to separate samples as a result of differing component densities.
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The textile industry has utilized the density gradient column to assess what type of fibers
a textile sample contains. For instance, cellulose acetate, wool, and viscose rayon have densities
of 1.27,1.30, and 1.54 g/ml, respectively. A density spectrum of this type can be obtained in 10-
15 minutes, allowing for a quantitative analysis of fiber type and distribution _6°.
Another technique of interest to the development of the density gradient column involves
measurement of the degree of fiber crystall'mity. Nickerson _6_'_63hydrolyzed amorphous regions
of cellulose, and Tessler _6°used this technique and observed an increase in sample density with a
decrease in amorphous material. The method was verified by Conrad and Scroggie TM using x-ray
analysis.
Development in the Pulp and Paper Industry
The choice of solvents to use in determining the density of wood cell wall substance has
been troublesome for well over a century 165.From 1862-1914, specific gravity values ranging
166
from 1.45-1.56 g/ml were obtained using aqueous salt solutions . Selective adsorption of salt or
water was suspected to occur in the complex porous fibers _65'_67.
From 1927-1943, the effect of solvem polarity on measurements of wood cell wall
density was investigated. Stamm '65confirmed variations that arise due to solvent polarity. Polar
solvents were found to give higher fiber specific gravity values than nonpolar solvems. The
specific gravity of soda boiled cotton fiber was found to be 1.62, 1.55, and 1.57 g/ml for
displacement values using water, toluene, and helium gas, respectively. The difference was
explained on the basis that water was so strongly absorbed that it became packed on the internal
structure and occupies a smaller volume than free water. Nonpolar solvents like toluene were not
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adsorbed, and due to their small attraction for wood and comparatively large molecular size, they
did not completely penetrate the wood structure _65.Helium and nonpolar solvents were assumed
to enter the wood substance to an equal extent and provided similar displacement density
measurements.
In 1946, Hermans _68developed a method for measuring wood fiber specific gravity in
carbon tetrachloride. After taking numerous specific gravity measurements of both dry and
water coma'ming cellulose, dry cellulose was assumed to provide the most accurate
measurements. Water containing fibers provided higher cell wall density values believed to
result from greater solvent penetration. It was previously stated that water molecules could
reorient to a density ranging from 1.13-1.25 g/ml within fiber cell walls and result in the
increased cell wall densities so often observed 165't67.
In 1964, Yiannos t69 studied the microporosity of wood cell walls. This study indicated a
range of cell wall void volumes by comparing calculated apparent cell wall densities. It was
estimated that cell wall void volumes ranged from 9.5-51.5% 165. Differences in cell wall porosity
were assumed to exist as a result of pulping and bleaching processes.
In 1966, Wilfong _7°,a student of Stamm at N.C. State University, believed that molecular
packing due to increased solvent accessibility created differences in displacement density values.
He showed that very fine subdivision of wood is necessary to obtain complete removal of air and
subsequent penetration by toluene. Toluene displacement density values were found to be equal
to helium values. Nonpolar solvents were then considered capable of providing tree cell wall
densities. Hennans _68initiated the use of chloroform and carbon tetrachloride in wood fiber
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density measurements. Based on the cotton cellulose work of Davidson TM in 1927, chloroform
and carbon tetrachloride can also be considered nonpolar and nonpenetrating solvents.
In concurrence with Wilfong _7°,Stone, Scallan, and Aberson TM used mercury intrusion to
obtain cell wall density values that were in excellent agreement with helium displacement values.
Of most interest in this study was the effect that freeze-drying had on the cell wall structure.
Freeze-dried bleached sulphite pulp from black spruce was compared to solvent exchange dried
pulp from the same source. Mercury int_ion pressures of up to 15000 psi were used to
determine porosities down to 70 angstroms in diameter. Pore size distributions were very
different between the two samples. The freeze-dried sample showed very little presence of
micropores, in_cating that the freeze-drying process does collapse micropores. In contrast, the
solvent exchange dried sample confmued the presence of micropores with diameters gradually
reducing to about 1O0 angstroms. In fact, mercury intrusion density values for solvent exchange
dried fibers were unable to exceed-_1.34 g/ml at 15000 psi, whereas freeze-dried fibers
asymptotically approached the helium values of-1.56 g/mi with only about 200 psi mercury
intrusion pressure.
Later in 1966, Stature and Sanders m used the technique of Wil£ong _7°to establish a
means of determining the holocellulose-lignin content of wood specimens. This was the first
effort at estimating wood fiber chemical composition using specific gravity measurements. The
main components of wood fiber are cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. This investigation
proved that specific volumes of cell wall components are additive _73.Individual measurements
of lignin, holocellulose, and alpha-cellulose density with the suspension technique provided
densities of 1.335, 1.521, and 1.528 g/ml, respectively. The same values were measured using
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fibers with known compositions. From this, Paulson 55proposed that the density of an
unbleached fiber is inversely related to its content of noncellulosic material, especially lignin.
In 1971, Paulson 55was the first to qualitatively measure interfiber lignin content
uniformity. A density gradient column technique based on the flotation method of Hermans 168'174
and the specific volume additivity method of Stamm and Sanders _73was able to show that chip
thickness and reaction wood do contribute to nonuniformity. Compression wood has a high
concentration of lignin in the S2 layer, along with interfiber spaces that allow preferential
dissolution of middle lamella lignin. Therefore, the extent of S2 layer delignification may vary.
Mass transfer limitations were assumed to have produced a chemical gradient in the 6-mm-thick
chips, causing a broad fiber density range.
In 1981, Tichy and Procter 6 used Paulson's 55method to quantitatively measure the effect
of lignin content diversity on pulp quality. Lignin content uniformity was found to be wood
species dependent, and a relationship did appear to exist between interfiber uniformity and pulp
quality 6. Bleaching chemical demand for a given kappa number reduction increased by as much
as 22% in the CE portion of a CEHDED bleaching sequence for nonuniform pulps. Decreases in
lignin content uniformity resulted in strength decreases of 6% in brownstock and 16% in fully
bleached pulps.
In 1984, Ehmrooth m used carbon tetrachloride and toluene as the nonpenetrating solvent
combination in density gradient column measurements of acid-chlorite delignified fibers.
Densities of lignin, hemicellulose, and a-cellulose were found to be 1.397, 1.520, and 1.559
g/ml, respectively. The lignin and cellulose values were significantly higher than those reported
by Stamm and Sanders _73.
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In 1992, Wandelt and Mroz TM used a thermal density separation technique to estimate
pulp yield from NSSC pulps. Pellets of fiber were produced, vacuum impregnated, and allowed
to equilibrate with the solvent medium. Temperature ramping was used to vary solvent density,
and the density of the pellet was considered equal to the density of the solvent when the pellet
began to sink. Yield was then determined as a function of density, where crystalline pulp
component densities were assumed to average 1.588 g/ml and amorphous pulp component
densities were assumed to average 1.330 g/m1174'176. Carbon tetrachloride and chloroform were
used as the suspension medium, and results accurate to +2% were obtained within 1-3 hrs.
In 1985, Homg, Mackie, and Tichf 5'_6provided the most recent utilization of the density
gradient column as it pertains to this thesis. The premise of this study was that performance
efficiencies have rarely been found to exceed 85%, and interfiber nonuniformities were
postulated as a cause for decreased performance efficiencies _5'2s.The ratio of the tear strength of
mill-produced pulp to the tear strength of laboratory-produced pulp, at constant tensile, defined
the digester performance efficiency. It was shown that a definite relationship existed among pulp
strength, liquor flux, and interfiber uniformity in continuous digesters.
Density Gradient Column Limitations
Density gradient columns are known for high accuracy and versatilitf 57. Although
degree of chemical reaction, extent of crystallinity, etc., can be observed using density gradient
columns, the technique has proven to be tedious and provides information only on small
samples 6'15'16'55.Therefore, advancemems in this area will now require either improved density
gradient column techniques or some alternative method of assessing lignin content on an
interfiber basis. This chapter will describe how the density gradient column has been modified to
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provide up to four density diversity analyses per week. In addition, the following chapter will
describe an attempt at measuring individual fiber lignin content with FTIR microspectroscopy.
TASK OBJECTIVES
Most agree that a negative relationship should exist between pulp quality and lignin
content diversity in bleachable grade pulps. An increase in interfiber diversity may result in
decreased pulp strength, yield, viscosity, and bleachability. Likewise, an increase in interfiber
uniformity would be expected to produce higher strength, yield, viscosity, and bleachability.
Improvements in uniformity should assist in producing acceptable pulps of lower lignin content
prior to bleaching. The relationship between lignin content and fiber density will allow interfiber
kappa number diversity to be quantified in both laboratory- and mill-produced pulps. Ultimately,
the goal of this thesis is to provide the pulp and paper industry with a reliable delignification
diversity measurement procedure.
Delignification diversity measurements were made using improved density gradient
column techniques on thin chip laboratory pulps, thick chp laboratory pulps, and mill pulps.
The following were the objectives of _e bulk of the density gradient column section of this
thesis: 1) establish a sensitive and reproducible procedure while isolating sources of
measurement variability; 2) identify measurement variability inherent in kraft holopulps of
various process origins to establish variability unrelated to lignin; 3) measure delignification
diversity in diffusion-limited nonuniform pulps from 10.0-mm-thick chips; 4) measure
delignification diversity in chemical reaction-limited uniform pulps from 2.5-mm-thick chips; 5)
measure delignification diversity in mill-produced pulps from various continuous digester kraft
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processes; and 6) model delignification diversity distributions to further dilineate distinct




Table 5 lists the necessary chemicals for density gradient column analyses. See the
following section for special preparation of chemicals.
Table 5. ChemicM listing.
Chemical Vendor......
tetrachloroethylene, technical grade VWR, Fischer
chloroform, technical grade VWR, Fischer
nitrogen gas, UttP Air Products
3A, 4A, and 13x molecular sieves VWR, Fischer
calcium chloride
calcium sulfate with indicator, Drierite TM Fischer
qualitativefilterpaper,grade415 VWR
coulometric single solution VWR
liquid nitrogen, low pressure Air Products
Special Treatment of Chemicals
Ultra-high purity N2(g) contains <3.5 ppm water. The gas was further dried by first
passing it through a 3 ftx 1/2 inch CaSO4 drying tube and then through a lft x 3/4 inch u-tube
filled with 13x molecular sieves. Typically, 13x molecular sieves alone provide N2(g)conditions
of less than 1 ppb 177. The CaSO 4 was included as an initial dry'rog stage and indicator. The ultra-
dry N2(g ) was used exclusively and provided an extremely dry environment for transfer and
storage of the anhydrous solvems.
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Anhydrous C2C14and CHC13were prepared by storing technical grade solvents over 3A
and 4A aluminosilicate molecular sieves for a minimum of two days. The solvents were then
filtered through a coarse fritted filter during transfer into a 3 L distillation flask, distilled,
transferred, and stored under N2(g). These solvents were initially purified using standard solvent
purification procedures 178'179and regenerated by distillation under N2(g). The distillation column
was packed with 6-mm glass beads to a height of 6 inch in the path of the distillate to maximize
separation efficiency. The finfl stage in solvent drying used 1.8 g of grade 415 qualitative filter
paper dried under a vacuum better than 5xl 0.3tort for at least 24 hours. Solvents were injected
into 2 L side-arm flasks containing the vacuum-dried filter paper and mixed with a magnetic stir
bar for an additional 12 hours. These solvents were used for vacuum impregnation and gradient
production in the density gradient column.
The solvents were recovered using aspirator vacuum with 8-mm capillary tubing.
Calibration beads were also removed using this technique with 2-mm capillary tubing. The
solvents were filtered through a 350 ml fritted glass filter to remove fiber and other impurities
and then used to flush out any remaining fibers from the columns. Filtered solvents were stored
over the molecular sieves in preparation for regeneration through distillation.
Solvent regeneration involved separation through distillation. The distillation apparatus
provided excellent separation of the chloroform/tetrachloroethylene mixture. The distillation
flask temperature was heated slowly to 60°C to control distillate collection at about 2 drops per
second. The final fraction of distillate began separation at approximately 100°C and continued to
approximately 120°C. This was indicative of a maximum boiling azeotrope, so the small fraction
remaining in the distillation flask was discarded. A chloroform/amylene mixture constituted the
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initial low density fraction, whereas a chloroform/tetrachloroethylene mixture constituted the
final high density fraction.
All solvent transfers were done through teflon lined tygon tubing, stainless steel needles
and cannula, and gum rubber septa to maintain solvent dryness. New septa were always used
and secured with copper wire. Drying tubes filled with CaSO4 were used to prevent entrainment
of atmospheric moisture during solvent transfers and gradient production, and N2(g) was used for
all solvent transfer and storage. Side-arm flasks were equipped with high vacuum teflon/viton
stopcocks to avoid use of silicon grease. Molecular sieves were regenerated periodically at
110°C in a drying oven. The filter paper used in the final stage of solvent drying was regenerated
using 12 hours of vacuum better than 5xl 0'3 torr.
Equipment
Density Gradiem Column and Ancillary Equipment
The density gra&em column apparatus was of custom design. Although commercial
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designs and standard tec_que documentation are available , the custom apparatus was
designed according to the requirements of this research. A dual column apparatus was designed
to expedite analyses, and chloroform and tetrachloroethylene were chosen to form the high
density dispersion medium for kraft pulp fibers. Figure 6 and Figure 7 describe components that
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· Acrylic components that may contact solvents are covered with matching polypropylene sheets.
· Column necks are constricted and held in place with adjustable teflon guides.
· Top and bottom column supports contain stainless steel adjustment screws.
· Anti-vibration legs are attached to an aluminum base.
· Polarizing film is sandwiched between glass panes.
· Two fully adjustable 36 inch fluorescent bulbs are housed in a molded stainless steel shroud and connected to
the back of the column for imaging (not visible).
· The drawing is not to scale.
Figure 6. Density gradient column design.
Additional equipment required to form the density gradient is shown in Figure 7. A
screw-jack was added to support the filling apparatus, as the high density solvems and apparatus
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· Acrylic components that may contact solvents are covered with matching polypropylene sheets.
· The magnetic stirrer platform contains stainless steel adjustment screws for leveling.
· 12 -mm x 5 -mm viton o-ring ball and socket joints are used in connections.
· Teflon/viton o-ring high vacuum valves are used.
· The drawing is not to scale.
Figure 7. Density gradient column fimng apparatus.
Additional items necessary for the density gradient column procedure are listed in Table 6.
Development of the density gradient column apparatus and technique was in concurrence
with development of an imaging technique. Low quality images of poor reproducibility result in
excess propagated error, ultimately affecting the precision of data. The apparatus shown in
Figure 8 provided high quality reproducible images.
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Table 6. Additional density gradient column components.
Item Vendor
pycnometer bottles, 10 ml (+/-0.0003 g/mi) Ace Glass
dryingtubes VWR,Kontes
36 inch x 8 mm glass tubing+3inch x 0.5mm I.D. tubing (in-house)
gumrubbersepta Aldrich
copperwire AceHardware
12, 16, and 18 g luer-lok needles/cannula Aldrich
teflonsleevedtygontubing Aldrich
1 fix 3/4 inch glass u-tube Lilly Glass
graduateddropfunnel Kontes
200 ml filter funnel with 24/40 joints Kontes
Digital images were obtained using an Electrim EDC 1000U monochrome computer
camera linked to a personal computer. The camera used a 12.5-75.0-mm focal length zoom lens
and produced high resolution images in an 1134 x 972 interlaced mode or 1134 x 486
noninterlaced mode. Moreover, the camera software could perform a multitude of image
enhancements to assist in obtaining high quality images for image analysis. Vashaw Scientific,
Inc._8°provided state-of-the-art video equipment and expertise for preliminary testing of this
particular application. Optimas TM image analysis software was used to determine projected fiber
area.
Methods
The density gradient column apparatus consists of a water bath containing two 2 inch x
36 inch columns graduated in centimeter intervals to indicate sample position. The columns
were maintained at 23.0 +0.2°C and calibrated with glass beads accurate to +0.0002 g/mi by
certification _8_. Column production was a strict anhydrous procedure to control experimental
error. Solvent water concentrations were monitored through Karl Fischer titrations using an
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Aquastar Model C3000 Karl Fischer Titrator _82. APPENDIX B contains an explanation of the
Karl Fischer titration in water analyses 17s.
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Figure 8. Column imaging apparatus.
Fiber Preparation
Approximately 5 g O.D. pulp was taken from well-mixed brownstock, freeze-dried from
water for 48 hours and stored in a dessicator filled with CaSOn. A 1-2 mg fiber sample was then
removed and vacuum-dried for 24 hours at vacuums better than 5xl 0'3 torr in 250 ml side-arm
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flasks. Concurrently, two 1.8 g O.D. sheets of filter paper were vacuum-dried from the same
source for a minimum of 12 hours in separate 2 L side-ann flasks for use in the final solvent
drying stage. An aliquot of 40 ml anhydrous chloroform was filtered through a teflon syringe
filter and injected into the 1-2 mg of vacuum-dried fiber under vacuum. Freshly prepared
anhydrous chloroform was used to impregnate the vacuum-dried pulp fiber. The 100 ml glass
syringe, 18 g needle, and teflon syringe filter were initially dried by repeated flushing with
impregnation solvent. All fiber samples were allowed to remain under vacuum until the moment
of impregnation to avoid vacuum fluctuations.
At the moment of impregnation, the glass manifold stopcock was closed to avoid transfer
of chloroform vapor into the vacuum system. Being especially careful to not transfer an
entrained air bolus, the syringe filter was removed and the septa was pierced to introduce
impregnation solvent. If the impregnation solvent and fibers were extremely dry, complete
dispersion of the fibers could be achieved using a standard linch magnetic mixing bar with
minimal shear for approximately 30 minutes. Flocculated samples could take up to 12 hours to
disperse. Care was taken to avoid "hammering" of the magnetic stir bar on the side-arm flask
walls to reduce the risk of fiber breakage.
Column Production and Imaging
The density gradient columns were initially dried with a high flow rate ofN2(g ) through 36
inch x 8-mm glass tubing prior to gradient production. A low flow rate ofN2(g)was applied for at
least two hours to desorb water molecules from the glass column walls. The glass tubing was
fitted to the empty density gradient columns with rubber stoppers, and N2(g) flow was regulated
by a 3 inch x 0.5-mm capillary tube fixed into the rubber stopper. Likewise, the column filling
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apparatus was flushed for at least 15 minutes. Viton o-ting ball joints were designed for all
filling apparatus connections to avoid use of silicon grease.
Column production required preparation of two solvents, FL and FD, to establish the
density range appropriate for the samples under investigation according to standard column
formation procedure 18_.The FL solvent was of low density, and the FDsolvent was of high
density. After establishing the desired density range, the anhydrous solvents were transferred
through a fritted filter into a graduated 1 L 24/40 dropping fimnel. Both erlenmeyer flasks were
capped with CaSO4 drying robes to prevent entrainment of moisture during gradient production.
The 'unpregnated fiber samples were poured into pre-dried density gradient columns
through 36 inch x 9-mm glass tubes fitted with 24/40 joints. The ground glass joints fastened to
the side-arm flasks and facilitated transfer of slurried fiber into the columns without atmospheric
moisture adsorption. The high and low density gradient solvents were volumetrically transferred
with a graduated dropping funnel into the gradient production flasks. The density gradient was
then formed under the 40 ml fiber slurry through 36 inch x 1.0-mm glass capillary tubing using
. .551
the slip-under-method ,57. Production of the gradient took approximately 1 hr 10 minutes
following introduction of the _pregnated fiber slurry.
Data aquisition and analysis was accomplished using high resolution digital images
obtained using an Electrim EDC 1000U monochrome camera in the noninterlaced mode with
digital averaging through a personal computer. Images were obtained using cross-polarization
techniques, and a red lens filter was used to reduce transmission of unpolarized light. Image
averaging and enhancement capabilities of the digital camera reduced dark current artifacts. The
columns were photographed in 9 cm x 9 cm frames and image analyzed for projected particle
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area in 1 cm vertical increments to maximize frame usage and resolution of data. Optimas TM
image analysis software provided measurements of projected area to correlate with column
position in 1 cm column increments. Manual threshold settings were used to separate real
images from artifacts. Local adaptive background filtering was occasionally used, however, the
optical techniques developed in this thesis resulted in excellent original image quality.
The plots of incremental fiber area vs. column position were normalized through
trapezoidal approximations to a total integrated area of unity. These histograms were modeled
using two normaldistributionsthrough minimizationof the Z2goodness-of-fitparameterTM.
Distribution A was first modeled to a minimum Z2 value while neglecting the lower density tail.
The lower density tail was then modeled by distribution B. The six parameters that controlled
the composite normal distribution were manually iterated to minimize the overall Z2parameter
and model density diversity within the overall distribution. Individual fiber densities were
converted to density gradient column kappa numbers through the secondary analysis.
To calculate measurement error inherent in image acquisition and analysis, a mill-
produced kraft brownstock and its respective kraft holopulp was photographed three times by
initially centering directly in front of the image for the first set. The second and third image sets
were taken by rotating the camera to the left and right approximately 5 degrees. Each set was
image analyzed, where the means and standard deviations were compared in Table 13. In order
to distinguish sampling error from overall random error, kraft holopulps were produced from 2.5-
mm-thick chip pulps, 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps, and mill pulps. Table 10 and Table 11 compare
random error inherent in both brownstock and holopulp analyses.
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RESULTS
The following discussion provides pulp fiber density measurements using a suspension
technique 166with various solvents. Solvent selection is discussed while further elaborating on
experimental techniques of water concentration measurements, anhydrous solvent preparations,
fiber preparations, production of density gradient columns, data and error analyses, and the
image acquisition and data analysis technique. Measurements of delignification diversity are
then provided for the laboratory pulps and mill pulps.
Solvent Selection
An early examination of solvent combinations led to the use of nonpolar solvents. Table
7 provides the densities of 30 kappa number brownstock softwood fibers and bleached softwood
fibers obtained using a suspension method 166with a variety of polar and nonpolar solvent
combinations. Fibers were dispersed in solvent mixtures of predetermined densities and allowed
to equilibrate overnight. Solvent mixture densities were varied until floating fibers sank or until
fibers that have sunk begin to rise. Average fiber densities were then estimated.
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Table 7. Fiber densities as determ'med by various solvents using the suspension method.
sample solvent combination density (e/mi)
30 kappa number softwood brownstock solvent exch. Acet. to C13EtOHto CHC13/C2C14 1.522
C13EtOH, CC14 1.599
C13EtOH,Br3CH 1.610
EtOH, CC14, C13EtOH,Br3CH,H20 1.618
Zn(NO3)2 1.616
CsC1 1.670
bleached softwood fiber solvent exch. Acet. to C13EtOHto CHC13/C2C14 1.532
Zn(NO3) 2 1.630
CsC1 1.672
When varying the solvent composition, or solvent polarity in the case of Table 7, cell
wall density measurements also vary. In fact, a comparison of the density obtained using the
EtOH, CCI4, C13EtOH, Br3CH, H20 suspension medium to the density obtained using the
aqueous inorganic Zn(NO3) 2 suspension medium shows little difference. The reliance of fiber
density on solvent polarity has been verified in Table 7, and strict adherence to nonpolar solvents
is necessary. Any attempts at altering solvent densities with the use of polar solvents will be
detrimental to experimental reproducibility. Chloroform and tetrachloroethylene were chosen for
all subsequent experiments.
Water is a very polar molecule and its concentration in the atmosphere varies. The
abundance of water in typical laboratory conditions has created the need to monitor the presence
of water in the solvents used for density gradiem column work. Anhydrous conditions can be
difficult to achieve and maintain, and fiber density appears to vary considerably in the presence
of small quantities of water.
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Karl Fischer Analysis
Most of the water present in the organic solvents was removed using standard solvent
purification procedures _?8'm. However, solvent regeneration through distillations, storage, and
handling of solvents can result in gradual accumulation of water. The anhydrous solvents used in
this study were guaranteed to contain less than 50 ppm water. This implies that a 3' 1 ratio of
water to fiber would still remain in a 40 ml dispersion slurry. The hygroscopic nature of wood
fibers suggests that water may adsorb to kraft pulp fibers even at these low water
concentrations TM. Data to support this assumption was necessary.
Table 8 provides data used to estimate the miscibility of chloroform and
tetrachloroethylene with water. Water concentrations ranging from commercially available
anhydrous grade solvents to water saturated solvents were measured to determine solvent/water
miscibility, the efficiency of solvent drying and precision of the Aquastar Model C3000 Karl
Fischer Titrator _82.
Table 8. Karl Fischer titration data for a wide range of solvents.
1 2 Average Deviation
Sample (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (pi)m) Description
A 20.6 19.4 20.0 0.8 molec.sieved C2C14from ambient distillation
B 65.1 66.9 66.0 1.3 molec.sieved CHCI3 from ambient distillation
C 14.9 14.2 14.6 0.5 molec.sieved C2CI41CHCI3,pre-distillation
D 38.7 40.7 39.7 1.4 Stock tech-grade CHCl3
E 193.5 193.6 193.6 0.1 CHCl3 from top of DGC column (3weeks)
F 4.9 4.6 4.8 0.2 "anhyd."CHCl3
G 13.5 13.9 13.7 0.3 "an hyd."C2Cl4
A' 8.8 8.8 8.8 0.0 'A' into vac.dried paper
B' 15.4 13.9 14.7 1.1 'B' into vac.dried paper
C' 1.9 4.6 3.3 1.9 'C' into vac.dried paper
I 24.1 25.6 24.9 1.1 "anhyd."C HC!3
II 78.8 69.2 74.0 6.8 "anhyd."CH3OH
I!1 688.5 698 693.3 6.7 water saturated CHCI3
IV 203.6 200.2 201.9 2.4 water saturated 50%CHC!3+50%C2C14
V 78.9 70.1 74.5 6.2 water saturated C2C!4
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Samples A through C represent pre-distillation and post-distillation water contents from
solvents that were stored over molecular sieves. The 66 ppm water concentration in freshly
distilled c_oroform has the potential of creating large variations in average fiber density and
demonstrates the need for dry N2(g)conditions during the distillation process. Samples D and E
represent a chloroform source used for fiber impregnation, and the water content of the same
solvent after three weeks residence time in the density gradient column. This demonstrates the
potential of chloroform to collect water from ambient air, or possibly from the column walls
during filling. Samples F-V represent purchased anhydrous grade solvents, anhydrous solvents
prepared by drying with vacuum-dried filter paper, and water saturated solvents.
Vacuum-dried-cellulose was capable of drying solvents to a lower average water content
than commercially available solvents. Furthermore, while chloroform has been shown to have a
much higher water saturation point than tetrachloroethylene, the saturation point was not
additive. The presence of tetrachloroethylene reduced the relative saturation point of the
chloroform/tetrachloroethylene mixture. Therefore, it was useful to always keep some
tetrachloroethylene mixed with the chloroform to reduce water adsorption.
The sensitivity of the density gradient column technique required a high precision in the
water analyses. Aquastar Model C3000 titrations were of high precision, as shown in Figure 9.
The standard deviation in water concentrations averaged <l ppm in the range of interest for this
thesis work. It was suspected that the efficiency of anhydrous solvent preparation was related to
the ratio of solvent to vacuum-dried fiber. Figure 10 illustrates how the efficiency of water
removal is doubled when decreasing the solvent to paper ratio by a factor of five.
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Figure 10. Solvent drying efficiency as related to the solvent/vacuum-dried paper ratio.
Table 9 contains data for Figure 10 and also includes calculations of the water adsorption
capacity of cellulose fibers. It was possible to reduce solvent water concentrations by 26-78%.
The extent of water removal appears linearly related to the initial solvent water concentration and
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the ratio of solvent to vacuum-dried fiber. This finding suggests that multiple stages would be
more effective in drying solvents; however, a single stage was used to minimize procedural time
requirements. A solvent to vacuum-dried fiber ratio of 1111'1 was used in this thesis for drying
of all solvents.
Table 9. Water adsorption capacity of vacuum-dried filter paper in CHCI3 and C2C14.
vac-dded initial final ppmwater water uptake reduction fiber uptake correlationcoefficient
solvent paper solvlpaper wat_ water adsort:ed 150mlsolvent inwater %water init.war vs. %uptake
san_e (mi) (g O.D.) ratio (plxn) (ppm) (ppm) JJF..q). (%) (water/fiber) (RA2)
CHCl3 150.0 0.75 200 65.8 14.7 51.2 11508.8 77.7 1.53
C1-1Cl3 2000 1.8 1111 28.3 15.3 13.0 26000.0 45.9 1.44
CHCl3 2000 1.8 1111 18.5 13.7 4.8 9600.0 25.9 0.53
CHCl3 2000 1.8 1111 18.5 13.7 4.8 9600.0 25.9 0.53
CHCI3 2000 1.8 1111 9.7 6.4 3.3 6600.0 34.0 0.37
CHCl3 2000 1.8 1111 9.7 6.4 3.3 6600.0 34.0 0.37 0.727
C2Cl4 150.0 0.75 200 20.0 8.8 11.2 2520.0 56.0 0.70
C2Ci4 2000 1.8 1111 13.2 6.9 6.3 12600.0 47.7 0.34
C2Cl4 150.0 0.75 200 11.0 3.3 7.8 1743.8 70.5 0.23
C2Cl4 2000 1.8 1111 9.3 6.4 2.9 5800.0 31.2 0.32 0.868
Although some applications of the density gradient column may not be water sensitive,
wood fiber density measurements have proven to be extremely sensitive to water 168,especially
when discerning between such small differences in interfiber density. Because of this fact,
implementation of Karl Fischer an_yses to monitor solvent drying efficiency and solvent
handling techniques was necessary to density gradient column production.
The relationship between residence time and water removal for a single drying stage is
given in Figure 11. All solvents were allowed at least 12 hours residence time following
injection of distilled solvents into vacuum-dried filter paper. Chloroform lost about 36% of its
water in the first 5 hours, whereas the tetrachloroethylene lost approximately 23%. After 30

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































limitations. The following discussion provides the data analysis that led to verification of the
model.
Data Analysis
A simple test can be used to verify a normal distribution fit, as well as any other type of
model fit. The Chi-square (x2)  goodness-of-fit test compares observed values to values from a
model fit and is defined as follows:
x*-- c (Oi  Oei)*[ 1ei (3)
where the summation is carried through i = k cells with v=k-I degrees of freedom; oi is the
observed response from actual data, and ei  is the expected response from  the simulated normal
distribution model data.
Most fiber frequency vs. density histograms did not fit a single standard normal
distribution at the a=0.05  confidence level, according to the x2  parameter. However, a linear
regression between the observed incremental area data and the corresponding values obtained
from  normal distributions did suggest a high correlation in many cases. It was not uncommon to
see distributions with observed vs. expected correlation coefficients of 0.99 and greater fail the x2
goodness-of-fit test. For example, Figure 13 relates observed data to predictions based on a
normal distribution. The normal distribution shown has a mean density and standard deviation in
mean density equal to that of the observed distribution. A perfect fit between observed and
expected data would provide a slope of 1,  intercept of 0, and correlation coefficient of 1. Even
though the fit appears excel ent, the x2  value  rejected the single normal distribution model. This
5 4
is due to the fact that the x2  goodness-of-fit test normalizes the difference between observed and
expected values. Furthermore, probability tabulations are sensitive to degrees of freedom.
Therefore, the differences between observed and expected values are scaled according to relative
importance within a given distribution.
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“Max x2 value” refers to the maximum x2 point difference.
Figure 13. Chi-square analysis of kraft holopulp fitted to a normal distribution.
In Figure 13, the sensitivity of the x2  goodness-of-fit test became evident when the
seemingly good fit did not meet generally accepted ~*parameters.  Thus, data modeling should
be very well controlled through minimization of the ~*parameter.
It was postulated that brownstock density distributions may be comprised of two
distributions: one distribution may arise from chemical-reaction-limited conditions and the other
may arise from diffusion-limited conditions. In light of past research, a mass transfer limitation
5 5
must exist where deligmfication rates decrease and delignification diversity can be expected to
increase 1'2'3.It is at this point that a second normal distribution may begin to develop. The
hypothesis appears supported; however, it is not clear that distribution A is purely controlled by
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1.5000 1.5200 1.5400 1.5600
average fiber density, giro!
normal curve A B
average fiber density 1.5415 1.5330
standard deviation 0.0027 0.0090
fraction of SNC 0.63 0.37
Total X2 46.9
Max X2 value 11.0
d.f. 37
acceptableX2,(z=0.05 52.19
acceptable X2, ct=0.01 59.89
kappanumber 33.4
chipthickness,-mm 10.0
"expected" and "A+B" refers to the normal distribution modeling.
"SNC" refers to the standard normal curve component.
"Max Z2 value" refers to the maximum Z2point difference.
Figure 14. Identification of the composite normal distribution fit.
Figure 14 illustrates how data from a centered-three-point-moving average helped to
identify that brownstock distributions are modeled well using two normal distributions. The sum
of the two curve fractions equals a total arbitrary area of one for the normalized composite
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distribution. This method allowed for an easy estimate of the percent contribution of component
distributions. APPENDIX B provides proof that the model can be fit to smoothed data to
achieve a fit within Z2parameters at the (z=0.01 level for nearly fll distributions. Those
distributions that did not fit according to stated probability parameters were very close and
certainly were good fits qualitatively.
Data smoothing removed "noise" that may have been due to occasional flocculations of
variable size. The smoothing procedure was used only to identify the trend and fit Z2parameters
to the normalized composite distribution. The centered three-point moving average was chosen
because it had a minimal effect on parameter estimation, whereas use of more data points in the
moving average may tend to artificially mask otherwise apparent trends. It should be noted,
however, that data smoothing does not meet with universal approval, and for a rigorous
estimation of parameters it is neither desirable nor permissible. _83Therefore, only actual data
will be used to illustrate and report average fiber densities, standard deviation in average fiber
densities, and secondary analyses of individual fiber kappa number. Figure 15 compares a trend
of actual data to the smoothed data obtained using a centered-three-point-moving average.
The independemly derived values of Figure 15 are identical with respect to average fiber
density and standard deviation for distributions A and B for both averaged and actual data. A
negligible difference exists between component contributions for actual and averaged data. This
suggests that two normal distributions may model the distributions well, and that noise may be
responsible for the large Z2parameter calculated from unaveraged data. Values of overall
average fiber density and overall standard deviation in average fiber density have been calculated
using the second moment about the mean of the "A+B" modeled distributions.
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1.5000 1.5200 1.5400 1.5600
average fiber density, glml
Averaged Data Actual Data
Total X2 46.9 126.4
Max X: value 11.0 23.0
d.f. 37 33
acceptable Z2, ct=0.05 52.19 47.40
acceptable Z2,ct=0.01 59.89 54.78
distribution A distribution B distribution A distribution B
averagefiberdensity 1.5415 1.5330 1.5415 1.5330
standard deviation 0.0027 0.0090 0.0027 0.0090
fraction of total 0.64 0.36 0.63 0.37
"Actual Data" refers to unaveraged data and "A+B" refers to the model estimation.
"Max Z2 value" refers to the maximum X2point difference.
Figure 15. Relation between actual data and data from three-point moving average.
Application of the Composite Normal Model
The function for a model containing two normal distributions is as follows'
i f( 2t f (  2tl1 -- . 1 X-- .1 fA x + fa exp -_ (4)F(x)- 2_ S; '''exp -z sA S_ s_ '
The model divides the overall normalized distribution into two components, distribution A and
distribution B, where j5 + J_ =1. These fractional contributions for distribution A and
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distribution B provide a novel method of analyzing the physical nature of the kraft pulping
process. The mean and standard deviations for the component distributions were given by x
and s, respectively.
m
Fitting data to the model involved manual iteration of iS, xA, and SAuntil the Chi-square
parameter was minimized for one normal distribution. The "tail" of the distribution was ignored
initially, and curve B was then applied to the tail to fi_her reduce the Z 2 parameter. All six
variables were iterated until the overall Z2 parameter was minimized. Although averaged data fit
the composite normal model well under the Z2 goodness-of-fit test, noise from actual data often
prohibited achieving Z 2 values within probability limits of et=0.05. See APPENDIX B for a
compilation of Z 2 values for actual data from the 21 histograms used in this thesis.
Equilibration Time Requirements
Early experimental techniques required a minimum equilibration time of approximately
48 hours for all pulp fibers to solvent exchange and equilibrate within the density gradient.
Equilibration time is a mass transfer limitation, and significant experimental error may accrue if
this variable is not controlled within reasonable limits. Column preparation procedures based on
higher impregnation vacuum and dry solvents required less equilibration time. Figure 16 depicts
the extended equilibration time that was required when not using anhydrous solvent preparation
and fiber impregnation procedures. Figure 17 and Figure 18 illustrate current equilibration time
data for overall average fiber density and overall standard deviation in average fiber density.
The greater equilibration time requirements were assumed to result from a higher degree
of adsorption and desorption of entrained air and polar material. Density gradient columns are
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known to be extremely stable under conditions of constant temperature _57,and this study has
observed no change in gradient quality for up to three weeks. Unfortunately, the behavior of
impurities in the system was not constant and resulted in poor reproducibility and the need for
improvements in experimental technique.
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The minimum required equilibration time for most pulps was reduced to approximately
36 hours, regardless of kappa number. This was assumed to be due to a reduction in adsorption
and desorption of impurities such as water and any entrained gases during equilibration. Minor
flocculation may occur between 72 and 96 hours and has resulted in slightly increased standard
deviations in average fiber density. Flocculation creates a limitation in image analysis by
excee_g the ability of Optimas TM threshold setting to differentiate between fibers and void
spaces. Artificially large measures of projected fiber area result for a given increment and can
alter the apparent standard deviation in lignin content. Therefore, data acquisition should occur
within 40-72 hours to ensure that equilibration error does not exceed the current level of random
error. An error analysis follows to describe the precision of data.
Error Analysis
Random Error
The high sensitivity of the density gradient allows for extremely accurate measures of
particle density. Unfortunately, the high specific surface area and small particle size of pulp
fibers made adsorption of entrained gases and other impurities a formidable problem. Variations
in fiber preparation and sampling have been identified as major sources of error. After reducing
fiber preparation error through technique modification, there appeared to be a high likelihood
that sampling error was the major source of random error.
It was assumed that alkaline hydrolysis and hemicellulose loss could create a correlation
between extem of cook and kraft holopulp density. Therefore, correlation coefficients were
calculated to determine if kraft holopulp density could be considered constant, regardless of
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original brownstock kappa number and kraft pulping conditions. The kraft holopulp data
exhibited poor correlations between extent of cook and average fiber density, as well as extent of
cook and standard deviation in average fiber density. The lack of correlation between kraft
holopulp densities and their respective brownstock kappa number implies that kraft holopulp
density can be considered constant in this data set. Table 10 gives an approximation of the
random error that would be present without sampling error, along wi_ correlation coefficients
for relationships between extent of cook and average fiber density for kraft holopulps. Kraft
holopulps appear relatively unaffected by sampling variation. Therefore, it can be assumed that
the error inherent in kraft holopulp density is the current level of reproducibility for the density
gradient column technique. Hemicellulose content was insignificant at the 95% confidence level
of 1.5458 +0.0030 g/ml.
Table 10. Calculation of random error in density gradient column samples of kraft
holopulps.
initial mean density
Description kappa density st.dev.
number (g/mi) (glml)
Kamyr 4170- Holo 24.1 1.54660 0.00100
Cook 1 - Holo 63.7 1.54550 0.00086
Kamyr 1964- Holo 31.4 1.54510 0.00122
Kamyr 4170 - Holo 24.1 1.54510 0.00097
Kamyr 832 - Holo 24.6 1.54330 0.00157
Cook 3- Holo 23.4 1.54729 0.00134
Cook 2 - Holo 54.6 1.54770 0.00090
Averages: 1.5458 0.0011
Standard Deviation in Averages:
(RandomErrorAssessment) 0.0015 0.0003
R"2 for mean density vs. kappa number 0.064
R^2 for st.dev. in density vs. kappa number 0.383
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Table 11. Calculation of random error in density gradient column analyses of 33.4 kappa
number, 10.0-mm-thick chip laboratory kraft pulp.
kappa mean density
Description number density st.dev.
(glml) (glml)
Cook 7 - BS 33.4 1.53693 0.00511
Cook 7- BS 33.4 1.53042 0.00565
Cook 7- BS 33.4 1.53569 0.00587
Cook 7- BS 33.4 1.53835 0.00714
Averages: 1.5353 0.0059
Standard Deviation in Averages'
(Random Error Assessment) 0.0035 0.0009
Table 11 shows random error from a brownstock sample that includes sampling error, as
evidenced by comparison to Table 10. The brownstock sample varied 0.0035/0.0015 times more
than the entire kraft holopulp data set. This suggests that the mean square error can be reduced
by a factor of 2.3 through improvements in the sampling method. The level of random error that
existed in kraft holopulps, approximately 0.0015 g/mi, indicates the currently achievable
reproducibility. While accepting that sampling problems may exist within the kraft holopulp
measurements, it was further hypothesized that this level of random error may also be due to one
or more of the following variations: 1) the level of fiber 'unpregnation, assumed to be related to
vacuum control; 2) variations in the residual water content of fiber samples following
impregnation; 3) solvent contamination by polar materials, such as water, ethanol, silicon
grease, and molecular sieve material; and 4) deviations in the physical structure of fibers upon
impregnation, as a result of variations in the fiber preparation procedure. Variations 1 and 2
were controlled by using a vacuum pump rated at a maximum vacuum of lxl 04 torr. The pump
was used to dry the fibers and create a _ving force for impregnation. Vacuum was monitored
with a MacLeod vacuum gauge at better than 5xl 0.3torr. Variation 3 was reduced by eliminating
ethanol as a c_oroform stabilizer, purifying solvents with a H2SO4/water wash, drying all
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solvents over CaC12, and subsequently storing the solvents over molecular sieves. Solvents were
fin'ther purified by distillation. Average solvent compositions for the 21 columns used in _is
thesis are tabulated in Table 12.
Three additional sources of significant experimental error arise in Table 12: 5) variations
in impregnation solvent density; 6) variations in the water concentration of the impregnation
solvent; and 7) variations in the quality of the linear density gradient. The correlation
coefficient for the linear density gradient was calculated from the 21 randomly produced density
gradients used in this research. Column height vs. bead density calibrations were based on eight
glass calibration beads and suggest that error due to gradient quality was unlikely. However, the
impregnation solvent density did vary considerably as a result of variations in distillation
separation efficiency. Since sample equilibration was controlled by mass transfer of column
solvents into the fiber structure, then random error may have also been controlled by variations in
the extent of exchange between column solvents and impregnation solvents. The net result could
be that a residual quantity of impregnation solvent remained in the fiber walls, thus contributing
additively to average fiber density. Since the limited data of Figure 19 suggest a negative
correlation between average fiber density and impregnation solvent density, variations in
impregnation solvent density probably did not contribute to random error.
Table 12. Average density gradient column solvent composition.
Impreg Impreg FL FD FL FD Linear
density [H20] [H20] [H20] density density gradient
ppm ppm ppm q/mi g/mi R^2
Average 1.4884 8.6 10.4 9.3 1.5001 1.5837 0.9995
Std.deviation 0.0028 5.8 4.6 3.6 0.0020 0.0060 0.0006
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These results are for the 33.4 kappa number 10.0 thick chip pulp.
Figure 19. Average fiber density vs. impregnation solvent density.
Much Karl Fischer titration data has been obtained under a variety of conditions. This
data was compiled to understand the ability of vacuum-dried-cellulose fiber in removing water
from chloroform and tetrachloroethylene. Data from Table 9 showed that a positive correlation
existed between % fiber water uptake and initial water concentration of the solvents. Using this
correlation, an estimate was made of the amount of residual water that may be adsorbed by wood
fibers during impregnation. Thus, an estimation of the effect of the variation in impregnation
solvent water content on fiber density was possible, as shown in Figure 20. This was a weighted
component density relationship used to estimate the reduction in fiber density from water
adsorption. Calculations were based on a 30 kappa number pulp fiber with an average fiber
density of 1.5345 g/ml.
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impregnation water conc., ppm
Parameters of interest in water adsorption estimation for a single vacuum-dried fiber treatmen,t
CHCI3 C2C!4
Average % reduction in water- single stage 33.2 52.9
O.D. wt. of filter paper, g 1.8 1.8
Volume of solvent, mi 2000 2000
O.D. wt. 30 kappa number fiber, !_g 1.45
(501_mdiameter x 301_mlumen x 3mm length)
Average impregnation solvent water, ppm 8.6
Note' fiber density reduction (g/mi) can be converted to DGC kappa number increase using a factor of 2478,
and density reduction = Dnber-(XwaterPwater + XnberPnber); x=fraction determined by Table 9.
Figure 20. Es 'tlmation of error induced through water adsorption during impregnation.
Data in Figure 20 shows that a decrease in average fiber density may result from an
increase in impregnation solvent water content and are based solely on additive density changes
from water adsorption. The level of variation suggested in Figure 20 encompassed that of the
kraft holopulp random error. However, Figure 21 provides contradictory evidence that as
impregnation solvent water contents increased, so did average fiber densities. Either the
presence of water creates a binding force between microfibrils to increase cell wall density, or the
miscibility of water with cellulose makes fiber regions accessible that are otherwise inaccessible
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to nonpolar solvents, as suggested by Hermans _68.Thus, variations 4 and 6 appear suspect as the
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Pulps are labeled with brownstock kappa number prior to holopulping to indicate extent of cook.
Figure 21. Relationship between kraft holopulp density and solvent water concentration.
Measurement Error
The image acquisition and analysis apparatus consisted of an Electrim EDC 1000U
monochrome digital camera linked to a personal comp.uter with Optimas TM image analysis
software. Although the camera is of high resolution and has image averaging and integration
capability, problems such as depth of field variations, artifacts from light and extraneous
particles, and variations in parallax could have created error in data acquisition and parameter
estimation. Imaging and image analysis began as a large source of error due to an inability to
produce high contrast images on a homogeneous background. The birefringent nature of
cellulose provided the physical means to produce high contrast images through cross-polarization
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techniques _84'_s5.Table 13 provides an estimate of measurement error inherent in the image
acquisition and an_ysis technique. This estimate includes error from variations in depth of field,
parallax, artifacts, manual threshold settings, selection of region of interest, and data
manipulation.




Kamyr 1964 - Holo (Center Position) 0 1.54510 0.00122
Kamyr 1964- Holo (Left of Center) 0 1.54504 0.00128
Kamyr 1964- Holo (Right of Center) 0 1.54496 0.00133
Kamyr 1964 - BS (Center Position) 31.4 1.54054 0.00460
Kamyr 1964 - BS (Left of Center) 31.4 1.54034 0.00426
Kamyr 1964 - BS (Right of Center) 31.4 1.54015 0.00469
Averaqe Values:
Kamyr 1964 - Holo 0.0 1.5450 0.0013
Kamyr 1964- BS 31.4 1.5403 0.0045
Standard Deviation in Average Values (Measurement Error):
Kamyr 1964 - Holo 0.0 0.0001 0.0001
Kamyr 1964- BS 31.4 0.0002 0.0002
The accuracy of the glass calibration beads have set the minimum achievable
experimental error to +/-0.0002 g/ml _s_.Measurement error was relatively small for both average
fiber density and standard deviation in average fiber density. In fact, measurement error was no
greater than the error within the glass calibration beads. This result establishes that the
determination of average fiber density and standard deviation in average fiber density are limited
by random error, which is approximately one order of magnitude greater than measurement error.
Therefore, current image acquisition and data analysis techniques were more than suitable for
this particular application.
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Verfication of the DGC Technique with Valonia Cellulose Standards
Molecular dimensions can be measured with x-ray crystallography. Likewise, the density
of crystalline cellulose can be theoretically calculated on the basis of the unit cell structure is6.
The earliest attempts at characterizing the unit cell structure of cellulose were made by Sponsler
and Dore in 1926, Meyer and Mark in 1928, and Meyer and Misch in 1936174'1s7.The first
assumption was the single chain unit cell with (1,1) and (4,4) links. Next came the two chain
unit cell, and finally, the (1,4) linkage. In each model, two glucose molecules per chain were the





a.) monoclinicunit cell;a=8.3angstroms b=10.3angstroms (fiber axis) c=7.9A(x=84°
unit cellvolume=abc[simx].
b.) 2 chain unit cellof p-D-glucopyranose;parallel arrangement of native cellulose.
Figure 22. Cellulose unit cell as depicted by Meyer and Mark, and Meyer and Misch.
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Attala and VanderHart _ss49°have shown the presence of a second phase within cellulose
using solid state _3CNMR. Peak multiplicity indicated that cellulose Ia and cellulose I[5 coexist
within cellulose crystalline structures in the proportion of 65% and 35%, respectively. Sugiyama
et al. 191'192have assigned infrared absorption bands to both phases using infrared spectroscopy,
and provided unit cell dimensions using electron diffraction. Figure 23 provides a comparison of







dimensions of unit cell a!lomorph Ia: a=6.74 angstroms b=5.93 angstroms c=10.36 angstroms (chain
axis); c_=117° [5=1130 y_81 ° (triclinic); comprises 65% of the unit cell; only onechain per unit cell.
dimensions of unit cell a!lomorph 113' a=8.01 angstroms b=8.17 angstroms c=10.36 angstroms (chain
axis); c_=97.3° (monoclinic); comprises 35% of the unit cell; two chains per unit cell.
unit cell volume=abc[1-cos2cl-cos2_-cos27+2cosrlcos_cos7] 1/2.
Figure 23. Two distinct crystalline phases within native cellulose; dimorphism.
The developed density gradient column procedure was used to determine the density of
Valonia ventricosa cellulose as a standard for comparison. A comparison of density gradient
174
column measurements to x-ray diffraction based density calculations can provide an estimate
of the improved density gradient column accuracy. Table 14 compares values of density and
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standard deviation in density for Valonia ventricosa as measured by x-ray diffraction and density
gradient column analyses. Unit ceil density calculations were based on the following
relationship using diffraction values from Hermans TM and Sugiyama et al.191'192:
Ng(MWg)
unit cell density =
NA(V)
where Ng is the number of glucose molecules in the unit cell, MWg is molecular weight of
glucose, ]VAis Avogadro's constant, and V is the unit cell volume.
Table 14. Values of Valonia ventricosa density as determined by density gradient column
and x-ray diffraction analyses.
sample p cellulose I (total) cD'cellulose I (total) p cellulose ltz (65%) ID cellulose 113(35%)





















The vflues obtained by the improved density gradient column technique were found to be
well within the 0.5% experimental error assumed for x-ray diffraction data TM. An equal amount
of error was assumed for the electron diffraction data. Using this estimate of experimental error,
the density values were not significantly different when t-tested. Thus, the density gradient
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column technique does agree with the electron diffraction and x-ray diffraction referee
techniques.
Secondary Analyses of DGC Kappa Number and Lignin Density
The kappa number vs. average fiber density relationship provided a method of converting
individual fiber density values to "DGC kappa number," which is an estimated density gradient
column kappa number equivalent. However, it was first necessary to carefully model the
relationship to avoid making false conclusions from the secondary analysis. Figure 24 relates
average fiber density to kappa number and provided the basis for all secondary analyses of
delignification diversity in terms of DGC kappa number.
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Figure 24. Tappi T236 kappa number vs. average fiber density.
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The large random error in Table 11 made it statistically necessary to use the linear
relationship given in Figure 24. The 95% confidence bands show that the mean response for
kappa number varies 6-10 kappa number in the range of this secondary analysis. The choice of
the model was based on the premise that the simplest model be used. A plot of average class
values, a residual plot, a lack-of-fit analysis, and an analysis of the contribution of a quadratic
term are given in APPENDIX B. In addition, it is also shown how a quadratic relationship
between fiber density and kappa number implies that lignin density increases with extent of
cook, when assuming a constant holopulp density. Although statistics do not fully support a
quadratic relationship at this time, it is conceivable that changes in lign'm density do occur, given
our knowlege of changes in lignin structure with extent of cook. As a result, the pulp component
densities listed in Table 15 were calculated using the linear model, along with the average
holopulp density of Table 10.
Table 15. Density of holocellulose and lign'm.
component density (g/mi) std. deviation ( g/mB
holocellulose 1.5458 0.0011
lignin 1.2719 0.0090
The lignin density of 1.2719 g/mi given in Table 15 is different than the calculated 1.335
g/ml of Stamm and Sanders _73in toluene, CCh, and C2Br4,as well as the calculated 1.375 g/mi of
Tichy and Proctor 6 in CC14 and CHC13. However, it is consistent with the direct lignin pellet
density measurements of Yoshida, et al _93in CCh and n-heptane.
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MEASUREMENT OF DELIGNIFICATION DIVERSITY
The premise of this thesis is based on earlier research that provided measures of mass
transfer limitations as a fimction of cooking condition and chip size. These earlier contributions
suggested that valuable information may be obtained on an interfiber level. This research
contributes interfiber lignin content measurements in a novel manner using modified traditional
techniques. Figure 25 illustrates delignification diversity in terms of the overall standard
deviation in DGC kappa number for 2.5-mm-thick chip pulps, 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps, and
mill-produced pulps. This particular relationship is significant in that it defines delignification
diversity in one term, and the term is a pure calculation for all types of numerical distributions.
The composite normal distribution provided the means to look fimher into delignification
diversity.
Figure 26, Figure 27, and Figure 28 represent the delignification diversity histograms
obtained from 10.0-mm-thick chip laboratory pulps, 2.5-mm-thick laboratory pulps, and
continuous digester mill pulps, respectively. The complete collection of density gradient cohann
histograms is contained in APPENDIX B. The composite normal distribution provides fimher
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C_L refersto Kamyr conventionalfeedandLo-solidsTM cooking.
L_L refersto Kamyr Lo-levelTM feedandLo-solidsTM cooking.
C_Crefersto Kamyr conventionalfeedandconventionalcooking.
2.5-mm and 10.0-mm refer to chip thicknesses of laboratory kraft pulps.
Figure 25. l)elignifieation diversity vs. Tappi T236 kappa number.
DISCUSSION
It was found that two normal distributions fit well to data within the constraints of the Z2
goodness-of-fit test. The model was termed a composite normal distribution, and the two
distributions were termed distribution A and distribution B. Concurrently, it was found that
lignin density is on the order of 1.2719 g/ml for all pulp samples. Although it is known that
202 206
lignin structure changes with the extent of kraft cooking ' , and lignin density may be assumed
to vary with changes in lignin structure]93,lignin density variations could not be statistically
verified with the current level of random error. However, some qualitative evidence does exist to
the contrary and is shown in APPENDIX B.
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Figure 26. DGC kappa number distributions in thick chip laboratory cooks. 
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distribution fit.
Figure 27. DGC kappa number distributions in thin chip laboratory cooks.
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Figure 28. DGC kappa number distributions in mffi cooks.
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Figure 25 was an early indication that the density gradient column technique was
successful. The 10.0-mm-thick chip p_ps were much higher in overall standard deviation in
DGC kappa number than the 2.5-mm-thick chip pulps. As expected, the continuous digester mill
pulps exhibited values that were intermediate. Furthermore, the conventional feed/conventional
cookcontinousdigesterpulpappearedmorelikethe 10.0-mm-thickpulpsthandidtheLo-levelTM
feed_o-solids TM cook or the conventionfl fee_o-solids TM cook.
Figure 26, Figure 27, and Figure 28 illustrated relationships between distributions A and
B as a function of process conditions. The shifting and narrowing of distribution A relative to
distribution B was most prominent in the 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps. Interestingly, the
conventional feed/conventional cook mill pulp again appeared most similar to 10.0-mm-thick
chip pulps. However, it should be noted that the error inherent in the secondary analysis
procedure reduces the accuracy of average kappa number predictions. Figure 29 shows the 95%
confidence limits for the 15.9 kappa number thin chip pulp.
500 ....
95% confidence interval
for the mean response
400 -
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Figure 29. Example of 95% confidence limits for the mean response of DGC kappa
number determinations.
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The 95% confidence interval shown in Figure 29 indicates that the density gradient
column technique is a weak predictor of average kappa number. However, the technique does
appear to provide good measures of single fiber kappa number distributions. For example, the
thick chip pulps of Figure 26 suggest that mass transfer limited conditions may produce an inner
core, resulting in a second distribution.
Other than the pure calculations of the overall mean and standard deviation in average
fiber densities, a total of five parameters have been calculated for each composite normal
distribution. These parameters are distribution A average DGC kappa number, distribution A
standard deviation in DGC kappa number, distribution B average DGC kappa number,
distribution B standard deviation in DGC kappa number, and finally, the distribution A and
distribution B fractional contributions. The manner in which these variables interrelate describe
pulping behavior as a function of process conditions. It appears that distribution B represents 20-
38% of the total pulp, as shown in Figure 30.
Figure 25 provided standard deviation information expressed in terms of overall
delignification diversity. However, the composite model approach has provided an extra tool to
understand more about kraft pulping. For instance, Figure 30 compares fractional contributions
from distributions A and B to the overall distributions. Contributions of distribution B from
10.0-mm-thick chip pulps were approximately 8% higher than contributions of distribution B
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C L refers to Kamyr conventional feed and Lo-solidsTM cooking. 
L-L refers to Kamyr Lo-levelTM feed and Lo-solidsTM cooking. 
C-C refers to Kamyr conventional feed and conventional cooking. 
2.5.mm and lO.O-mm refer to chip thicknesses of laboratory kraft pulps. 
The relationships are hand-drawn and not supported statistically. 
Figure 30. Contribution from distributions A and B vs. Tappi T236 kappa number. 
Individual component histograms were compared for component distribution A, since 
distribution A typically constitutes the majority of the composite distribution. Furthermore, it 
was postulated that distribution A represents the outer portion of the chips. This portion may be 
subject to overcooking to obtain the target kappa number. Therefore, the nature of distribution B 
appears to establish delignification limitations. Figure 3 1 and Figure 32 illustrate distribution A 
for various 2.5,mm-thick chip pulps, 10.0~mm-thick chip pulps, and mi l-produced pulps. Figure 
33 compares distribution A from the most uniform laboratory pulp to distribution A from the 
most uniform mill pulp. The uniform laboratory pulp did not have a second distribution, whereas 
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Figure 31. Distribution A from 2.5-mm-thick chip pulps and 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps.
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Figure 31 shows how distribution A decreased in standard deviation and increased in
percent contribution with extent of cook, especially in pulps from 2.5-mm-thick chips.
Distribution A shows a larger standard deviation in DGC kappa number in pulps from 10.0-mm-
thick chips. The difference between the DGC kappa number for distribution A and the Tappi
T236 kappa number was larger in the case of the 33.4 kappa number pulp from 10.0-mm-thick
chips.
Figure 32 suggests that the conventional feed/convention_ cook had the worst uniformity
of all mill pulps. In contrast, the conventional feed_o-solids TM cook was the best. This wo_d
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Figure 33. Distribution A from the most uniform lab pulp and the most uniform mill pulp.
Figure 34 suggests relative overcooking of distribution A in the 10.0-mm-thick chip
pulps. Distribution B in both chip thicknesses appears to contain equal average DGC kappa
numbers for a given Tappi T236 kappa number. The lower distribution A kappa number
indicates that the chip perimeter was overcooked relative to the chip center in order to achieve
the target kappa number.
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Figure 34. Comparison of component distribution DGC kappa numbers between pulps
from 2.5-mm-thick chip and 10.0-mm-thick chips.
Figure 35 shows that component kappa number differences only existed under
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Figure 35. Density gradient column kappa number vs. Tappi T236 kappa number for mill
pulps.
Figure 36 looks only at differences between distribution A and distribution B kappa
· numbers to estimate differences in component pulping rates. Both thin and thick chip pulps
show comparable internal component differences at high kappa numbers. Component kappa
number differences for pulps from 2.5-mm-thick chips diminish to zero upon extended
delignification. In contrast, component kappa number differences for thick chip pulps appear to
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Figure 36. Component kappa number differences vs. Tappi T236 kappa number for
laboratory and mill pulps.
Component standard deviations in DGC kappa number were markedly different within
pulps from 10.0-mm-_ck chips. In contrast, component standard deviations in pulps from the
2.5-mm-thick chips were initially smaller and appeared to converge with extended cooks, as
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2.5-mm and 10.0-mm refer to chip thicknesses of laboratory kraft pulps.
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Figure 37. Comparison of eomponent standard deviations 'm DGC kappa numbers within
pulps from 2.5-mm-thick chip and 10.0-mm-thick chips.
Figure 38 relates standard deviations in component DGC kappa numbers to chip
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2.5-mm and 10.0-mm refer to chip thicknesses of laboratory kraft pulps.
Holo refers to the standard deviation in average fiber density for all kraft holopulps.
Figure 38. Comparison of component standard deviations in DGC kappa numbers
between pulps from 2.5-mm-thick chip and 10.0-mm-thick chips.
It is again evident that the 2.5-mm-_ck chip pulps were not as delignification limited as
the 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps. The distribution B average and standard deviation in DGC kappa
number persists in the thick chip pulps. The mill pulps showed nearly equal differences between
component standard deviations in Figure 39.
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Figure 39. Standard deviation in DGC kappa number vs Tappi T236 kappa number for 
component distributions in mill pulps. 
It has been shown that the resolution of the density gradient column technique can be 
dramatically improved through modification of sampling technique. As a result, random error 
may be reduced enough to conclude that lignin density does change as a function of extent-of- 
cook. Furthermore, the UV absorption properties of lignin may assist in producing and 
analyzing images of dioxane lignin density distributions. Thus, the density gradient column may 
have the ability to provide the pulp and paper industry with a secondary analysis technique 
capable of inferring lignin structure in its native state. Yoshida et a1.1g3 have also shown that 
lignin pellet density increases with an increase in molecular weight. In turn, this increased 
molecular weight reflected an increase in thermal stability, as determined by GPC and 
TGADSC. This increase in thermal stability was postulated to come from an increase in degree 
of branching and condensation. Structural changes of this type have long been assumed to exist 
in kraft pulps as a result of known chemistry and process conditions’g4W’9g, identified and related 
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C L refers to Kamyr conventional feed and Lo-solidsTM cooking. 
L-L refers to Kamyr Lo-levelTM feed and Lo-solidsTM cooking. 
C-C refers to Kamyr conventional feed and conventional cooking. - 
to extent-of-cook 2°°'2°6and bleachability 19s'198'2°6'211.Thus, a change in lignin density with extent
of cook is supported by prior research. A proposed linear variation in !ignin density with extent
of cook is shown in APPENDIX B.
This density gradient column technique has proven to be very useful in assessing
delignification diversity. Although the 95% confidence interval can be quite large at both ends
of the secondary analysis calibration, the composite normal model was able to provide novel
information with regard to interfiber uniformity. The process was able to provide information on
up to four samples per week.
Possible Interpretations of the Composite Normal Distribution
It has been proven that delignification diversity exists on an interfiber basis and is
modeled well through a composite normal distribution. However, the origin of this distribution
is still subject to debate. The following three fundamemal pulping parameters are suspect in the
creation of the composite normal distribution: chip _ckness, wood structure, and wood
chemistry. Chip thickness is mass transfer associated; diffusion of chemicals in and diffusion of
reaction products out rely upon chip thickness. Wood structure is highly complex, but this would
be inconsequential if the complexity was equivalent between sample sets. Wood chemistry
variations rely upon liquor flux, alkali charge, temperature, dissolved lignin, and dissolved
sodium. 3'16'30'134'137. All of these parameters control the relative occurrence of competing reactions
that lead to increasing amounts of difficult to remove lignin. The production of two distinct
distributions must result from two distinct delignification regimes within the chip.
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Delignification limitations in distribution B were greater in 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps as
evidenced by the increased component kappa number differences within pulps wkh extent of
cook. The DGC kappa numbers of distributions A and B were significantly different in the 10.0-
mm-thick chip pulps that were pulped to lower lignin contents, and the F-ratios for comparing
component standard deviations of DGC kappa numbers were significant in every case as
tabulated in APPENDIX B. Thus, distributions A and B were statistically proven to be from
different populations.
In this study, liquor flux, alkali charge, and temperature were constant between data sets.
Chip thickness, dissolved lignin, and dissolved sodium were different between data sets and
serve as a point of focus for this discussion. It has been identified that pulp quality increases
with a decrease in chip thckness down to 1.5 mm 3, whereas earlier research has shown that 3
mm is the optimal chip thickness 87. Furthermore, chip thickness related improvements exist
beyond modified cooking improvements m'137.
Wood structure is suspect only in the relative distribution of morphological
characteristics between the two laboratory sample sets. The prime consideration is the juvenile
wood/mature wood ratio, since it is known that juvenile wood delignifies faster than mature
wood 46'212. Laboratory chips for each data set came from different heights within the tree. The
2.5-mm-thick chps came from the bottom 8 ft section and do not contain pith wood, whereas the
10.0-mm-thick chips are from the adjoining 8 ft section and do contain pith wood. Pith wood is
juvenile wood, and the transition from juvenile wood to mature wood is most commonly defined
by a change in specific gravity. This change in specific gravity correlates with percent latwood%
and differences in deligmfication rates are small, if at all existent, between earlywood and
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latewood 424s. Zobe146'48'49 has shown that the juvenile wood contribution decreases with tree age,
and the specific gravity of juvenile wood increases with height in the tree. The 22 year old tree
used in this study would have been approximately 60 ft tall, and the bottom 16 ft section should
contain a relatively small difference in juvenile wood contribution between its upper and lower
halves 46. Both the upper and lower 8 ft sections were assumed to average 14 inches in diameter.
F_ermore, the outer annulus subject to veneer cutting was assumed to contain 40% latewood,
and the 4-inch core was assumed to contain 20% latewood TM. Using these assumptions, an
estimate was made of the latewood comems of the 2.5 and 10.0-mm-thick chips. The 10.0-mm-
thick chips were estimated to contain approximately 37% latewood, whereas the 2.5-mm-thick
chips were estimated to contain approximately 40% latewood. As a result, it has been assumed
that component pulping behavior differences due to juvenile wood were not significantly
different between the 2.5- and 10.0-mm-thick chip fimfishes.
Wood chemistry must differ with respect to frequency of competing reactions within thin
and thick chip delignification. Increases in chip thickness create alkali depleted conditions 72'87.
Under alkali depleted conditions, the amount of dissolved lignin becomes high relative to alkali.
The net result is an increase in products from competing reactions. In addition, an increase in the
molecular size and degree of cross-linking in the residual lignin may increase the occurrence of
competing reactions by limiting leaching and hindering delignification rates. Lignin has been
divided into molecular weight fractions and evidence of cross-linking has been observed _93.
Formation of condensed lignin structures has been observed and related to extent of cook 194'202'204'
207. Increased base reactions such as carbohydrate peeling, stilbene formation, and other
competing reactions result in increased dissolved sodium concentrations. Decreased fiber
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swelling and a higher molecular weight lignin may result and establish the delignification
limitation present in distribution B.
Whiting et al? have calculated the quantity of residual lignin present in cell wall tissue
fractions. The quantity of liqnin that did not follow first-order kinetics was considered Li), or
lignin that was "difficult to remove." In whole wood fractions, approximately 3.51% lignin was
measured as Lb, or residual phase lignin in spruce. This value is supported by others 54,and
represents 13% of the total lignin in spruce 63. If all fibers are uniformly delignified, then this
quantity of 3.51% LDshould be equal on a fiber to fiber basis. This corresponds to
approximately24 kappa number 252.
Distribution A and distribution B appear to represent the outer chip perimeter and the
inner chip core, where transfer of chemical in and transfer of dissolved lignin out is impeded
during pulping of 10.0-mm-thick chips. Viscosity dropped steeply in 2.5-mm-thick chip pulps in
the 24 kappa number range. This limitation appeared related to the native quantity of difficult to
remove lignin rather than distribution B. Viscosity dropped in 10.0-mm-thick pulps in the 50-60
kappa number range. This corresponded with differences between delignification levels in
distribution A between thick and thin chip pulps. As kappa number decreased, distribution A
increased in percent contribution and decreased in standard deviation. Beyond 30 kappa number
in 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps, distribution A was forced to delignify fiather to offset the
delignification limitation in distribution B. In both thin and thick chips, viscosity loss was
related to overcooking of the pulp at the delignification limitation.
Distribution B contains a higher variation in lignin content and a higher resistance to
delignification within 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps. Density gradient column results suggest that
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delignification limitations within 10.O-mm-thick chips were primarily due to difficult to remove
lignin in distribution B. Distribution B in thick chips appears to have arisen from reprecipitation
of dissolved lignin or condensation of residual ligmn as a result of mass transfer limitations and
associated competing reactions.
Distribution B from thin chip pulps did not appear delignification limited. The standard
deviation in distribution B remained the same throughout the cook for 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps,
whereas it diminished in pulps from 2.5-mm-thick chips. The diversity present in the 2.5-mm-
thick chip pulps may be due to delignification differences between juvenile wood and mature
wood TM. This hypothesis is further reinforced by past research on earlywood and latewood pin
chip pulping 45. Small differences have been observed in delignification rates between earlywood
and latewood when pulping each increment separately in the form of pin chips. In addition, Lo-
solids TM pulping conditions appear to minimize competing reactions that may create
delignification limitations in distribution B. In this study, Lo-solids TM p_ps are similar to
laboratory produced uniform pulp standards. In contrast, laboratory produced 10.0-mm-thick
chip pulps were similar to the conventional feed/conventional cook mill pulp. The overall
standard deviation in kappa number appears to correlate reasonably well with chip thickness.
In summary, diffusion limitations appeared to create delignification limitations in
distribution B for 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps. Distribution B in the 2.5-mm-thick chip pulps did
not appear delignification limited. The origin of distribution B may have been related to
quantities of juvenile wood and mature wood, but this is not clear. For example, if distribution B
does not exist in chips thinner than 2.5-mm, then it may simply originate from chip thickness
derived mass transfer limitations. The delignification limitations that developed within 10.0-
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mm-thick chip pulps were most likely from the alkali depleted conditions and high dissolved
lignin content in the chip center.
Although it is not clear where diffusion limitations end and chemical reaction limitations
begin in this study, it appears that distribution A represents the outer portion of the chip and
distribution B represents the core. Correlations between the drop in distribution A kappa number
and overall viscosity suggest overcooking of the chip perimeter in I 0.0-mm-thick chip pulps.
Viscosity was maintained until the theoretical 24 kappa number limit in 2.5-mm-thick pulps.
Chip thickness appears to be the controlling factor in delignification diversity. The improved
uniformity from the Lo-solids TM process suggests that reductions dissolved lignin and dissolved
sodium offset the dependence of uniformity on chip thickness.
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CHAPTER FOUR: INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
PRINCIPLES
Theory
Infrared spectroscopy has been extremely useful to the study of cellulose and lignin for
many years. Modem interferometers are based on the Michelson two beam interferometer
designed in 1891, and later improved by the advent of the fast Fourier transform, minicomputers,
and helium-neon lasers in the 1960STM. Although use of infrared spectroscopy prior to this
period required much time and effort, extensive information was still obtained for complex
molecules.
Infrared spectra of organic substances can be _ghly complex. This is due to the fact that
the amount of possible fimdamental vibration modes for nonlinear molecules containing n atoms
is 3n-6. Many of the energy absorptions associated with these vibrational modes occur at the
same frequency, and not all of the absorptions are independent. In addition, there are also
overtone frequencies corresponding to excitation of molecules to the next vibrational state TM.
Thus, the investigation of lignocellulosics has been ongoing for many years. A brief description
of some major contributions leading to quantitative determinations of lignin in wood pulp will
now follow.
Spectroscopy of Cellulose, Lignin, and Lignocellulose
Several infrared techniques have been used to examine cellulose and lignin. As a result,
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these studies have led to many attempts at identifying and quantifying wood pulp components '
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230. Fortunately, early research by Marrinan and Mann 231'233, Liang and Marchessault 215'234'238,
Higgins, Stewart, and HalTington 239,and O'Connor 240 have provided information essential to the
understanding of cellulose infrared absorptions and their relation to cellulose structure 241. In
addition to contributing to the understanding of cellulose absorption band assignments,
deuteration of amorphous regions helped to resolve diffuse bands TM, use of plane-polarization
helped to est'maate molec_ar chain orientation 232'235'237,and peak ratios were used to estimate
degree of crystaUinity 24°.Band assignments for cellulose have been conveniently tabulated in
standard reference materials 242.
Subtraction techniques can be used to simplify a complex spect_ by subtracting a
reference spectrum until there is a growth of negative peaks in the original spectrum TM.
Although this method may be fine for qualitative work, quantitative analyses should use a less
subjective subtraction technique to ensure reproducibility. Component ratios or regression
analyses have been used objectively to acquire reproducible information from multicomponem
spectra. Component ratios make the assumption that component spectra are orthogonal, where
the overall matrix does not have an effect on individual absorbencies. Regression analyses
determine the most significant peak correlations between some accepted measure and the
secondary measure determined by the infrared spectra calibration set. The following researchers
used a variety of methods over a 30 year period to est'anate component concentrations within
wood pulps.
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In 1962, Kolboe and Ellefsen concluded that Norwegian spruce contains 28-29%
lignin. Difference spectra were taken by analyzing 10 mg O.D. wood in KBr against varymg
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quantities of lignin in KBr. Complete elimination of the absorption peak at 1515 cm4 occurred
using 2.8-2.9 mg lignin in the reference beam.
In 1967, Marton and Spark 2_9used the attenuated total reflectance of a m_tiple internal
reflectance prism to enable examination of low lignin pulps. Secondary analyses were performed
using 1510 cm4/1310 cm 4 peak ratios against acetyl bromide estimations of lignin content. The
procedure was found to be accurate within +4% above 30 kappa number. A similar secondary
analysis procedure was used in 1969 by O'Connor 24°to determine percentages of synthetic fiber
in cotton blends.
In 1980, Saad, Issa, and Fahmy TM used KBr pellet spectra to ratio peaks at 1600 cm '1,
1595 cm 4, and 1510 cm 'l against the peak at 893 cm '1. Baseline correction techniques were
varied and two linear regions corresponding to 13.8-15.8% and 8.8-11.8% lignin were identified.
However, this study agreed with that of Bolker and Somerville2_5; infrared spectroscopy was not
suggested for lignin contents less than 10%.
In 1987, Berben et al. TM used DRIFT (diffuse reflectance fourier transform) spectroscopy
to acquire infrared spectra from pulps containing 1-20% lignin. Lignin difference spectra were
produced by subtracting a cotton linters spectra from brownstock pulp spectra. The area under
the 1510 cm4 peak was regressed against klason lignin, and the standard error of analysis was
approximately +10 kappa number, or +1.8% klason lignin.
In 1990, Schultz and Bums TM used four peaks to determine lignin, hemicellulose, and
cellulose composition with FTIR by secondary analysis combined with stepwise regression.
Standard KBr pellet techniques were combined with first-derivative spectra to avoid difficulties
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· in baseline shift and accentuate small spectral differences. Since first derivative spectra give
. negative peaks, the absolute value of the first-derivative was used in the 1600-900 cm '_ spectral
region. The R2 values for softwood were 0.98 and 0.83 for lignin and cell_ose, respectively.
The fit for hemicellulose was too poor for consideration. The R2values for hardwood were 0.97,
0.91, and 0.90 for lignin, cellulose, and hemicellulose, respectively.
In 1991, Backa and Brolin 22°used DRIFT in combination with partial least squares
analysis. A total of 232 peaks were selected outside the range of 2800 and 1750 cm4, and
between 3300 cm '1 and 450 cm4. A few peaks were chosen in accordance with the works of
Faix TM and Schultz et _.221, andall were approximately 10 cm 4 apart. The standard error
provided by this technique was +2.75% for lignin content determination. Wallbacks et al.226used
a similar procedure and obtained a standard error of +3.3% for lignin determination.
Later in 1991, Friese and Banerjee 227developed upon a unique computational method to
determine pulp lignin content. DRIFT spectra were obtained using disks that were cut from air-
dried pulps and stacked in a sample cup. The premise of this procedure was that spectral
complexity decreases as constituent spectra are subtracted. One measure of complexity is the
integrated positive and negative area of first-derivative spectra. If a fraction of a component
spectrum is subtracted stepwise from the multi-component spectrum, and the area of the first-
derivative spectra is obtained, the component specmnu will be factored out when the first-
derivative area minimizes. _is procedure was used by subtracting individual lignin and
cellulose component spectra from brownstock pulp, where the cellulose component served as an
internal standard. The lignin:cellulose ratio was linearly regressed against kappa number for a
variety of kraft softwood pulps. The uncertainty of this secondary analysis technique was
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approximatley +2 kappa units in the 10-40 kappa number range. The apparent high precision and
sensivity of these data led to fi_her investigation in the development of this thesis work.
Microspectroscopy
Infrared microspectroscopy is a technique that began development over three decades
ag0243; :however, there have been few publications in this area of research since that time 244'249.
Nevertheless, the technique has proven to be very useful in determining compositions of small
samples. Unforttmately, specular distortions from sample size and shape create experimental
limitations. The technique is considered to be relatively mature in terms of qualitative
determinations, however, its limitations in quantitative analyses are not fully understood 247.
Either reflectance/absorbance or transmission modes can be used to analyze samples.
Reflectance/absorbance infrared spectra are obtained by collecting reflected and transmitted
radiation from a reflective surface below the sample. An ATR (attenuated total reflectance)
objective is used to collect and focus the refracted radiation for the detector, and only the upper
collimator is required. Transmission spectra were used in this thesis, and the complications
associated with transmission microspectroscopy will be discussed according to the optical









Figure 40. Diagram of infrared microscope optics.
The mercury-cadmium-telluride detector is cooled by liquid nitrogen, and the detector
lens is prepositioned by the manufacturer. However, positioning of the objective lens and
condenser lens are critical to spectral quality and vary from sample to sample. In fact,
positioning of the condenser lens must be checked periodically, since even the slightest
disturbance can affect its position and create specular distortions. The upper and lower
collimators are adjusted in an effort to restrict incident and transmitted radiation to the particular
area of interest. Irregularities in the sample structure, diffraction of radiation from collimator
edges, or inaccuracies in lens adjustment cause degradation of spectral quality 249.
Complications due to sample structure were of most concern in this study. Wood pulp
fibers are highly complex polymer networks that are also geometrically nonun/form. The optical
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configuration of the infrared microscope is designed to reproducibly send accurate and
quantitative information from the sample to the detector. However, the presence of a cylindrical
fiber can create lensing effects and cause the transmitted radiation to stray from its intended
path TM. Furthermore, any irregularities in the fiber surface can cause fi_her straying of
transmitted radiation. To gain control over irregularities in physical structure, pliable fibers can
be compressed to form thin films 2°. Unfortunately, these compressed fibers are subject to
changes in molecular interaction, thus resulting in spectral differences that may be due to factors
such as increased crystallinity 25°.
TASK OBJECTIVES
The experimental approach to measure lignin content in individual fibers used the
spectral subtraction procedure of Friese and Banerjee 227. The following objectives were met in
this portion of the thesis work: 1) determine the flexibility of the spectral subtraction procedure
with respect to changes in band width using a simple spreadsheet model; 2) assess the accuracy
and sensitivity of the spectral subtraction procedure using a liquid-cell system; and 3) develop a
means of comparing KBr pellet spectra with microcompression cell spectra. Quantitative
analyses may be seriously hindered by differences between KBr pellet spectra and compression
cell spectra. This problem was addressed by attempting to locate bands that were not measurably




Table 16 lists the necessary chemicals. For common analyses, such as kappa number,
viscosity, and ABC titrations, chemicals from the common laboratory supply were used.
Table 16. Chemical Hsting for infrared spectroscopy.
Chemical Vendor
carbon tetrachloride, technical grade VWR
tetrachloroethylene, technical grade VWR, Fischer
chloroform, technical grade VWR, Fischer
potassium bromide, analytical grade VWR
acetophenone VWR
toluene VWR
liquid nitrogen Air Products
Laboratory Pulps
Table 17 summarizes the laboratory-produced kraft pulps used in FTIR anflyses. The
wood source was southem yellow pine, 3.0-mm-thick, rotary-cut veneer.
Table 17. Description of laboratory pulps used in FTIR analyses.
Parameter A B C D E
chip thickness, mm 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
temperature, C 165 165 165 165 165
effective alkali, gpl 40 40 40 40 40
sulfidity, % 30 30 30 30 30
target H-factor 2000 1500 1000 750 400
kappa number 11.9 17.6 21.5 32.9 78.0
% unscreened yield 42.7 44.8 48.0 49.4 59.5
%screened yield 42.7 44.8 48.0 49.4 52.1
time to temperature, min. 60 60 60 60 60
time at temperature, min. 180 137 83 63 24
L:W=6:I, EA--24%on wood




A Nicolet infrared spectrometer with a Nic-Plan TM microscope attachment was used to
obtain FTIR spectra. A demountable liquid transmission cell and pellet press were used to
produce liqmd-cell spectra and KBr pellet spectra, respectively. In addition, a Spectra-Tech
Microcompression Diamond Cell TM was used to mount individual fibers and obtain single fiber
spectra. Grams 386 TM spectral analysis software from Galactic Industries was used for spectral
manipulation, component subtractions, and displaying of results.
METHODS
Liquid-cell Spectroscopy
Liquid-cell results were obtained using 0.025-mm-thick teflon spacing between KC1 salt
plates in the cell. Sample spectra were compiled from 128 scans at 8 cm'1 resolution, and
background spectra were taken with the KC1 salt plates in direct contact.
KBr Pellet Spectroscopy
All fiber samples were freeze-dried and stored in a dessicator filled with CaSO4 prior to
analysis. Each sample was then cryocmshed with liquid nitrogen and mixed with KBr at a
concentration of 0.5-1.0%. Cotton fiber was used for the cellulose subtraction standard, whereas
dioxane lignin from a 28 kappa number conventional softwood kraft pulp was used for the lignin
subtraction standard. A dry air purge system was used and spectra were taken from 128 scans at..
4 cm 4 resolution.
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Single Fiber Spectroscopy
Individual fiber spectra were taken in a Spectra-Tech TM diamond compression cell. Each
fiber was individually mounted under a light microscope with a small quantity of KBr mounted
next to each fiber for background corrections. Variable aperture size was used with an average




The subtraction algorithm approach of Friese and Banerjee 227has been proven to serve as
a powerful spectral subtraction procedure. However, it is not limitless in its application.
Problems due to component band overlap, specular distortions, and differences between
calibration spectra and single fiber spectra were suspected and subject to investigation.
This particular subtraction technique is based on the premise that as spectral complexity
decreases, so does the area under the first derivative curve of the given spectra. In effect,
complexity is reduced as individual component spectra are subtracted from their mixed
component spectra. Thus, component concentrations can be derived using this technique.
Unfortunately, band overlap can create inaccuracies in these quantitative analyses. Furthermore,
it is sometimes difficult to obtain representative component spectra to use as subtraction
standards, or subtrahends. In an effort to acquire an understanding of the limitations of this
spectral subtraction technique, a spreadsheet model was developed. All the results are shown in
APPENDIX C, however, a summary of the results now follows.
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Figure 41 describes the way in which optimum "subtraction factors" are chosen. The
optimum subtraction factor is that w :hich minimizes the area under the first derivative curve of
the subtraction result. However, the component subtraction standard, or subtrahend, may have
spectral characteristics different from the actual component being quantified. This may be due to
a poor choice of the standard from a misunderstanding of chemical structure, limitations in
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Figure 41. Selection of an optimum FTIR subtraction factor.
A spreadsheet model was used to determine the effect of differences in spectral character.
Normal curves were produced and manipulated by varying the average and standard deviation of
component curves according to the needs of this investigation. A simplified system analogous to
the lignin_olocellulose system was used, where "perfect" and "imperfect" subtraction routines
proved that slight deviations in spectral character can create large deviations in subtraction
results.
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A perfect subtraction routine would include subtrahends that are identical to the
component that is being removed from an overall spect _mm.Unfo_ately, k is sometimes very
diffic_t to obtain such subtrahends. Infrared spectra are very sensitive to the state of the
sample TM. Changes in the state of the sample relate to changes in molec_ar vibrations and can
be due to many factors such as differences between sample analysis techniques 213'249and
differences within sample analysis techniques TM. Figure 42 compares the slope of calibration
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Figure 42. Calibration curves from perfect and imperfect subtraction standards.
Component nl serves as the cellulose analog and is perfect in both calibration curves.
Components n2 and n2' are perfect and imperfect lignin anflog standards, respectively. Any
errors inherent in this secondary analysis technique become more critical when the slope of the
calibration curve decreases. Component n2' was slightly narrower than the perfect Standard n2.
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Figure 43 provides a simplified example of how slight imperfections in component
standards affect subtraction results. In this case, the subtraction component nl' has a sharper
distribution than component nl. The subtraction result is not a pure component representing
20% of n2, but rather a mixture of nl and n2. Despite this limitation, the secondary analysis
procedure is still very powerful under controlled conditions. However, it becomes important to
restrict interpretations to spectra within specific sample sets. Thus, the technique becomes less
robust. Furthermore, the precision of the technique suffers when imperfect subtraction standards
are used to estimate component composition.
Changes in spectral character have been shown to adversely affect subtraction results and
limit the applicability of the subtraction algorithm. These changes can occur from a variety of
sources, however, deliberate changes in experimental technique and technique limitations are of
most interest in this study. Unfortunately, this interest takes the study away from a specific
sample set and forces a merger between two different types of infrared spectra. Likewise,
variations in the amount of band overlap can adversely affect results. In order to isolate the
affect of band overlap on the subtraction algorithm, liquid-cell spectra were acquired from four
separate organic components. The goal was to determine if 'individual concentrations could be
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Figure 43. Comparison of resuRs from perfect and imperfect subtraction standards.
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The Liquid-cell Model System
A four component organic solvent mixture was used to test the versatility of the spectral
subtraction technique within a simple system. A liquid-cell method was chosen for the
reproducibility and simplicity of liquid state infrared spectra to eliminate problems due to
variation in molecular vibrations. Furthermore, mixtures of any number of organic liquids could
easily be produced. Figure 44 shows the infrared spectra of the four organic compounds selected
for use in this study. Toluene (A), tetrachloroethylene (B), and acetophenone (C) were combined
volumetrically in a carbon tetrachloride (D) background. Carbon tetrachloride served as a
diluent because of its relatively nonabsorbing character. For example, the high absorbance of the
carbonyl group in acetophenone required that it be mixed in a relatively nonabsorbing
background at lower concentrations.
Each component was combined volumetrically with carbon tetrachloride to form
individual calibration curves. Subtractions were performed in select spectral regions to
emphasize individual component characteristics outside of the range of CC14 absorptions.
Toluene (A) was quantified using the region from 1000-1650 cm4, and tetrachloroethylene (B)
was quantified using the region from 850-1825 cm'_, and acetophenone (C) was quantified using
the region from 1200-1725 em '_. The overtone region was excluded, in general, because it would
also be excluded in the wood matrix system in an effort to avoid error from variations in water
content. Furthermore, the strong absorption from the acetophenone (C) carbonyl group in the
1700 cm '_ region makes its aromatic absorption region appear insignificant in comparison to
same region for toluene (A).
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Select subtraction regions for each component are outlined above.
Figure 44. Infrared speetra and chemical structure of liquid-cell model components.
The pathlength of the liquid cell was constant and linear relationships existed between
FTIR scaling factors and known percent compositions. Figure 45 suggested that the subtraction
algorithm worked very well for mixtures of single components in CC14. However, a more valid
test should involve subtractions performed under conditions of band overlap.
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Figure 45. Calibration curves for the liquid-cell model subtraction system: toluene (A),
tetrachloroethylene (B), acetophenone (C).
Figure 46 provides an example of one of many four component mixtures from which the
subtraction algorithm was able to quantify individual component concentrations. APPENDIX C
contains a statistical analysis of liquid cell subtractions using a 23 factorial analysis with an
analysis of variance for systems of complex mixtures. Yates' algorithm was used to separate
effects of high and low component concentrations within and between the three individual
components mixed with CC14. In addition, it was possible to assess component interactions with
this statistical technique. The dependent variable was measurement accuracy using
volumetrically determined compositions as the referee technique. The sums of squares of the
differences between volumetrically determined concentrations and spectroscopically determined
concentrations represented measurement accuracy.
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(A) Toluene, (B) Tetrachloroethylene, and (C) Acetophenone/
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Figure 46. Liquid-cell model component mixture in a CCI 4 base.
The F-ratios for all interactions never exceeded the critical F-ratio at the et=0.05 level of
confidence. Therefore, the technique worked for this liquid-cell system. However, a small
negative interaction effect, along with an increased F-ratio, did exist when the concentration of
toluene was at its high level in the presence of tetrachloroethylene and/or acetophenone. In other
words, the accuracy of the technique can diminish from component interactions.
In summary, the liquid-cell model has demonstrated that the subtraction technique has the
ability to resolve fairly complex mixtures into individual component concentrations. However,
band overlap and component interaction difficulties can arise. To minimize band overlap
problems, each component under analysis should contain distinct spectral information.
Component interaction difficulties did not appreciably affect the accuracy of the spectral
subtraction technique in this particular application.
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Kraft Pulp Brownstock Calibration Set
Confidence in the subtraction algorithm and liquid-cell data led to the analysis of the
more complex solid phase samples. Spectra from KBr pellets were chosen as the calibration set
for the secondary analysis of infrared data. Approximately 1 mg of fiber, or 1000 fibers, were
cryocmshed and mixed with KBr to form pellets and represent a spectral average for a given pulp
sample. As shown in Figure 47, pellet spectra from cryocmshed fibers were easy to reproduce,
thus serving as good calibration standards.
Past research has shown that variations in sample preparation create variations in spectral
results TM. APPENDIX C illustrates spectral variations due to the presence of water, the effect of
oven drying, and the effect of grinding cellulose samples in a Wiley mill TM and Wig-L-Bug TM.
A Wiley mill is a centrifugal cutting device that repeats cutting until the fibers pass through a
screen of specific size. The Wig-L-Bug TM is a device that is used to ball-mill particles into a
powder.
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Figure 47. Infrared KBr pellet spectra of a kraft brownstock pulp calibration set.
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Figure 48 illustrates the excellent cflibration curve obtained from KBr pellet spectra. The
95% confidence band for the mean response indicates that very little error can be assumed from
this secondary analysis. Cotton fiber was used for the cellulose subtraction standard, and 28
kappa softwood dioxane lignin was used for the lignin subtraction standard. One aspect unique
to this study was that select subtraction regions of 1300-1475 em4 and 1225-1525 em '1 were used
for cellulose and lignin, respectively. These regions were chosen on the basis of pellet spectra
and microcompression cell spectral similarities. A way of obtaining a measure of "percent
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Figure 48. Calibration curve for FTIR secondary analysis.
Infrared microspectroscopy with a diamond compression cell was chosen to acquire and
relate single fiber spectra to the KBr pellet calibration spectra. Unfommately, microcompression
cell cellulose spectra were appreciably differem in character than pellet cellulose spectra, as
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shown in Figure 49. This was anticipated due to expected changes in molecular vibration within
the fiber when pressure is applied. Furthermore, it can be seen that the relative amount of lignin
being measured was very small.
microcompression cell spectra of
1.6_ _1 33.4 kappa number kraft brownstock j_
[ I single fiber spectra ! \
cotton gBr pe[let spectra
dioxaneligninfrom
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· Figure 49. Comparison of spectra: micrompressed fiber and pellet cellulose relative to
pellet lignin.
Only a 10.7% similarity existed between microcompression cell spectra and pellet spectra
in the range of 850-1525 cm4. An estimate of percent similarity was calculated by producing a
difference spectrum from a microcompression cell sample and a pellet sample from the same
source. The difference spectrum represents a fraction of the original microcompression cell
spectrum, and this fraction is estimated using the subtraction algorithm as follows'
(1) microcompression cell spectrmn-(fraction0_ellet spectrum) = difference spectmml
(2) difference spectrmn_-(fraction2)(microcompression cell spectrum)= difference spectrum2
(3) (1-fraction2) 100 = percent similarity
Difference specmnu_ is automatically scaled to the microcompression cell spectrum from
subtraction (1). The fraction from subtraction (2) represents dissimilar spectral character
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between difference spectnnu_ and the microcompression cell spectnnu. Percent similarity was
then calculated from (3). Using this method, the percent similarity values in Table 18 have been
chosen to correct subtraction factors obtained from the select regions of microcompression cell
fiber spectra. Minor differences existed between microcompression cell lignin spectra and KBr
pellet lignin spectra, as shown in Figure 50. Subtraction factors for lignin were also corrected
according to values in Table 18.
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Figure 50. Comparison of micrompression cell lignin and pellet lignin FTIR spectra.
APPENDIX C contains an explanation of how and why the percent similarities were used
with peak height ratios to correct for spectral changes due to microcompression cell pressure.
Figure 51 describes how baselines were chosen to measure peak height ratios. O'Connor 24°has
shown that cellulose crystallinity can be measured through the 2900 cm4/1372 cm 4 peak ratio.
A decrease in peak ratio was shown to correlate well with an increase in cellulose cryst_lin/ty as
determined by x-ray diffraction. Compression cells have also been shown to increase
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crystallinity within fiber samples 25°. It was proposed here that compression effects could be
corrected using measurement of changes in select peak intensities.
Table 18. Percent similarity measurements with associated error.
%similarity
select 1225-1525 1300-1475
sample description region: ¢cm-1) (cm-1)
microcompression cotton and cryocotton pellet
cotrnclbc and cot12bc 76.48
cotmc2bc and cot12bc 81.96
cotmc3bc and cot12bc 78.25
cotmc4bc and cot12bc 84.94
microcompressed lignin and lignin pellet
dlgmcbcl and dligl_bc 81.79
dlgmcbc2 and dligl_bc 82.81
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Figure 51. Comparison of peak height ratios and the select cellulose spectral region.
Table 19 contains results of individual fiber FTIR kappa number determinations of five
different pulp samples. Although the relative values of the five data sets appear fairly consistent
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with expectations, the accuracy of the data is poor. The most obvious error was the negative
kappa number of cook 7m. Aromatic peaks were obviously present in the 1510 cm'_ region for
this data set, but this was not evident from the spectral subtractions. However, the standard
deviations in average kappa number values were relatively close to expected values. Therefore,
the procedure had some merit, but the variability in individual fiber spectra created too much
variability in the subtraction resets.
Table 19. FTIR kappa number results using percent similarity and pressure corrections.
fiber chip TappiT236 FTIR FTIR
file !location, thickness(cm) kappa kappa stdev
Cook 7m middle 10.0 33.4 -6.42 19.28
Cook 7e end 10.0 33.4 41.68 18.38
Cook 9m middle 2.5 33.9 26.07 14.43
Cook 9e end 2.5 33.9 31.35 14.67
78 kappa middle 2.5 78.0 99.96 16.33
APPENDIX C describes development of the FTIR spectral analysis techniques and
discusses procedures and results in more detail.
The quality of the microcompression cell spectra is diminished by specular distortions
and variations in state. Spectral quality should be improved prior to fi_her investigation. Figure
52 provides an example of typical spectral variation obtained with the microcompression cell.
When evaluating the spectra in Figure 52 from front to back, the first three spectra show a
small peak in the 1510 cm 4 region; this is an aromatic ring stretching absorption that correlates
well with overall lignin content. The fourth spectrum would be discarded due to specular
distortion, and the fifth spectrum shows how specular distortion can completely mask the 1510
cm 4 region. Reasonable calibration curve spectra did result using a select spectral region of 975-
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1475 cm 4 for lignin. However, the variations in band overlap from variations in pressure
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Figure 52. Spectra from Cook 7m illustrating variability of compression cell spectra.
Difference spectra from the KBr pellet calibration set were investigated to understand
spectral changes that occur in lignin throughout a kraft cook. Functional group changes are
known to occur as the cook proceeds, but the effect of these changes on the infrared spectra were
of the most interest in this study.
According to Hergert s4,ring deuteration studies have shown that the 1510 crn'] and 1425
cm '1 bands are due to aromatic ring stretching that is strongly coupled by C-H in-plane
deformations. However, the intensity of the 1425 crn '1 band has been shown to be very sensitive
to ring substitution. The 1460 cm.] band has been attributed to C-H bonds and methoxyl groups
on aromatic tings. Combining these early results with other results from extended kraft cooking,
an increase in ring substitution should decrease the 1460 cm 4 band due to a loss of C-H bonds
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and methoxyl groups due to condensation reactions and demethoxylation. Furthermore, the 1425
cm 4 band should increase due to an increase in ring substitution from condensation and
hydroxylation. These types of changes may be detectable in the difference spectra.
Difference spectra were produced using the 78 kappa number kraft pulp as the term file.
The results are given in Figure 53 and show a relative increase in the 1510 cm4 band in the
difference spectra. In addition, the difference spectra produced by subtraction of the 33 kappa
number pulp from the 78 kappa number pulp was similar to the dioxane lignin spectra from a 28
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Figure 53. Difference spectra for the calibration set: 78 kappa number term file.
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These results raised interest in determining the type of lignin that is being removed
during successive stages in the delignification process. The difference spectra obtained using the
higher kappa number kraft pulp for the term file appear to be comprised mainly of unsubstituted
lignin. This high concentration of"bulk phase" lignin in the difference spectra may have masked
otherwise apparent spectral changes. In an attempt to unveil these spectral changes, Figure 54
provides difference spectra for successive delignification stages within the "residual phase"
lignin that was removed in prolonged cooks.
.02
332
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Figure 54. Difference spectra for the calibration set: residual phase stepwise subtractions.
Interestingly, some distinct changes do appear to exist when prolonging delignification
beyond 33 kappa number. The difference spectra obtained by subtraction of the 22 kappa
number pulp from the 33 kappa number pulp suggests removal of lignin with a high degree of
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ring substitution. Furthermore, the difference spectra obtained by subtracting the 18 kappa
number pulp from the 22 kappa number pulp suggests removal of an even more highly
substituted lignin. However, the aromatic ring stretching band was strongly diminished in this
case. Perhaps, normal ring stretching was hindered by the high degree of substitution. In
support of this postulation, the 1460 cm 'l band diminished to a slight shoulder, suggesting that
only minor amounts of aromatic C-H groups or methoxyl groups existed in lignin that was
removed during this portion of delignification. A reduction in the removal of substituted
aromatic rings was suggested by the difference spectra obtained when subtracting the 12 kappa
number pulp from the 18 kappa number pulp.
It becomes difficult to derive finn conclusions from these single difference spectra,
especially since they were produced from small differences in lignin coment. Lignin is not the
only component removed during prolonged delignification; hemicellulose and cellulose are also
being removed. F_ennore, the observed "peaks" may simply represent random noise.
Additional difference spectra were produced to verify whether the peaks are real. The 12 kappa
number pulp was subtracted from the 33 kappa number pulp, and the 12 kappa number pulp was
subtracted from the 22 kappa number pulp. These difference spectra contain a relatively higher
quantity of lignin, as compared to the difference spectra of Figure 54. Figure 55 supports the
observation in Figure 54: the 1425 cm 4 band increased while the 1460 cm 4 band decreased
beyond 33 kappa number in both additional cases. In effect, lignin removed below 33 kappa
number does appear to contain a high degree of aromatic ring substitution. The thrust of this
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Figure 55. Difference spectra for the calibration set: residual phase subtractions verified.
DISCUSSION
The infrared microspectroscopy data was unsuccessful in determining single fiber lignin
content. However, techniques were developed that may have merit once the spectral variability
is controlled. Spectral variability resulted mainly from specular distortions and variations in
microcompression cell pressure.
A secondary calibration curve was based on a KBr pellet technique and showed excellent
reproducibility. As a result, the technique was hig_y accurate and precise. In fact, this
calibration was at least as precise as any found thus far in the literature. Furthermore, the
subtraction algorithm is flexible and easy to use.
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Infrared difference spectra were produced in an attempt to better understand component
subtraction spectra. Difference spectra of lignin were produced at various levels of kraft
delignification. The resets suggest that the extem of ring substitution may easily be monitored
with KBr pellet difference spectra by comparing relative peak heights for _e 1425 cm", 1460
cm '1, and 1510 cm" absorption bands.
The main conclusions from the infrared spectroscopy portion of this thesis are as follows:
· The infrared microspectroscopy technique produced highly variable spectra that were not
sufficient in providing accurate and reproducible measurements of interfiber lignin content.
· The 95% confidence interval for the mean response of FTIR kappa number as a fimction of
Tappi T236 kappa number spanned 1.6 kappa number to 2.3 kappa number units.
· Lignin difference spectra were produced from KBr pellet spectra to identify variability in
subtraction componem spectra. Comparison of specific peak heights suggested that aromatic
ring substitution increased with extent of cook. Beyond 22 kappa number, an even higher
level of ring substitution appeared to exist.
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CHAPTER FIVE' CONCLUSION
Prior research with regard to delignification diversity has been limited by the availability
of a reliable measurement tec_que. A custom density gradient column was designed, and
experimental techniques were modified. Therefore, it is now possible to reproducibly obtain
interfiber density measurements and relate them to interfiber lignin content diversity.
Development of an anhydrous fiber preparation method, along with solvent purification and
anhydrous column production techniques, provided a reliable and useful measurement technique.
High contrast images were acquired using cross-polarization techniques with digital image
averaging.
Laboratory kraft pulps were produced from 2.5-mm-thick chips and 10.0-mm-thick chips.
Mill-produced pulps were obtained from a conventional continuous digester that was modified to
Lo-solids TM pulping and Lo-level TM feed process conditions. Interfiber kraft pulping uniformity
data were obtained using the improved density gradient column techniques with nonpolar
solvents.
Density gradient column techniques were modified to increase measurement accuracy
and precision. Anhydrous techniques were used in fiber preparation, solvent purification, and
column production to avoid fluctuations in fiber density. Equilibrium time was reduced and
precision was increased using dry conditions with vacuum impregnation at better than 5xl 0'3
torr. Kraft holopulps were produced to diagnose possible sources of experimental error, and it
was discovered that kraft holopulp density was independent of extent of cook and chip thickness
within the current level of random error. The major source of experimental error was an
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improper sampling technique. Density gradient column measurements were accurate; Valonia
cellulose density determinations were not statistically different than x-ray and electron
diffraction estimates of Valonia cellulose unit cell density.
The pooled random error was +5.58 kappa number, and the standard error of prediction
was 6.5 kappa number for single fiber kappa number analyses. The 95% confidence bands show
that the mean response for kappa number varies 6-10 kappa number in the range of this
secondary analysis. Measurement error was insignificant. The average kraft holocellulose
density was 1.5458 +0.0015 g/ml, and the calculated lignin density was 1.2719 +0.0090 g/ml.
Lignin content distributions were modeled using a composite of two normal distributions,
A and B. Variations in interfiber density were due to lignin content, as proven by the
comparitively low standard deviation in kraft holopulp DGC kappa number. Distribution A was
limited to a delignification minimum of approximately 20 kappa number, whereas distribution B
was limited to a delignification minimum of approximately 35 kappa number. The quantity of
distribution B from the 10.0-mm-thick chips was typically 8% higher than the quantity of
distribution B from 2.5-mm-thick chips. Distribution B contributed a maximum of 35-40%,
regardless of chip thickness or process condition. The overall standard deviation in kappa
number ranged from 11.5 to 17.7 in 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps and from 2.2 to 9.0 in 2.5-mm-
thick chip pulps. Standard deviations for component distributions were statistically different
within each pulp sample, proving that distributions A and B were from different populations.
Distribution B disappeared with extended delignification in 2.5-mm-thick chips. Mill-produced
pulps were intermediate in delignification diversity. However, the Lo-solids TM pulping with
pressurized presteaming provided the most uniform pulp. Diffusion limitations appeared to
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creme delignification limitations in distribution B for 10.O-mm-thick chip pulps. Distribution B
in the 2.5-mm-thick chip pulps did not appear delignification limited. The origin of distribution
B may have been related to quantities of juvenile wood and mature wood, but this is not clear.
For example, if distribution B does not exist in chips thinner than 2.5-mm, then it may simply
originate from chip thickness derived mass transfer limitations. The delignification limitations
that developed within 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps were most likely from the alkali depleted
conditions and high dissolved lignin content in the chp center.
Although it is not clear where diffusion limitations end and chemical reaction limitations
begin in this study, it appears _at distribution A represents the outer portion of the chip and
distribution B represents the core. Correlations between the drop in distribution A kappa number
and overall viscosity suggest overcooking of the chip perimeter in 10.0-mm-thick chip pulps.
Viscosity was maintained until the theoretical 24 kappa number limit in 2.5-mm-thick pulps.
Chip thickness appears to be the controlling factor in delignification diversity. The improved
uniformity from the Lo-solids TM process suggests that reductions in dissolved lignin and
dissolved sodium offset the dependence of uniformity on chip thickness.
Infrared microspectroscopy was unsuccessful in providing interfiber uniformity
measurements as a result of spectral variability. The reproducibility of single fiber spectra
suffered because of uncontrollable microcompression cell pressure. Therefore, differences
between the KBr pellet calibration spectra and microcompression cell spectra could not be
resolved. The flexibility of the infrared quantitative technique was investigated using a simple
spreadsheet model and liquid-cell infrared data. The technique was shown to be somewhat
sensitive to component interactions. However, these effects were not significant within the
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model liquid-cell system. Band overlap can also present a problem, especially when spectral
reproducibility is poor. The technique was found to be accurate and sensitive, where a standard
error of prediction of 1.2 kappa number resulted for the kraft pulp KBr pellet calibration set. The
95% confidence band shows that the mean response can be determined with very little error
through this secondary analysis. This technique was used to produce lignin difference spectra at
each stage of delignification. These difference spectra suggest that ligmn becomes highly
substituted beyond 30 kappa number. Normal ring stretching appears hindered beyond 22 kappa
number, suggesting an even higher level of ring substitution.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTU_ _SEARCH
The most obvious next step would be a p_p strength and bleachability analysis of pulps
that contain various levels of uniformity and condensed lignin. Laboratory-produced uniform
pulps could be mixed to simulate varying degrees of nonuniformity to isolate possible causes for
differences in strength and bleachability. Strength and bleachability analyses could _en be
compared to mill pulps. Factors such as interfiber lignin variability without a high level of lignin
condensation and alkaline hydrolysis, interfiber lignin variability with a suspected high level of
lignin condensation and alkaline hydrolysis, and physic_ damage from _11 operating conditions
can be isolated for a better understanding of what affects pulp quality.
II.
The density gradient column is a highly sensitive instrument capable of measuring the
density of extremely small samples 157.This research involved production of a custom density
gradient column and imaging procedure that may prove useful in secondary analyses of lignin.
Lignin isolation techniques have proven useful in the idemification of fimctional group changes
during kraft cooking 2_°. However, all lignin isolation techniques are subject to question, because
chemical alteration may take place within lignin as a result of the isolation process 54. Therefore,
a secondary analysis of lignin structure in its native state may be possible using NMR and FTIR
in conjuction with density gradient column analyses. The following experimental approach
should be considered:
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Isolate lignin and disperse in column (may
want to reduce lignin with NaBH4).
1
Modify imaging for lignin
to produce histograms.
1
Fractionate lignin by density; vacuum
extract lignin from column in increments.
1
Filter lignin fractions and gravimetrically
determine lignin distributions.
1
Characterize lignin fractions using NMR
and FTIR.
1
Correlate lignin structure with density and infer native lign'm
structure distributions using pulp fiber distributions from
various pulping process changes
This procedure may also prove useful in isolating specific types of lignins for chemical
reactivity studies.
III.
It may also be of interest to determine the density of recycled fibers. As the fiber is
beaten, pressed into a sheet, repulped, etc., changes in the molecular orientation within the fiber
wall may be expected. A better understanding of the life span of recycled fiber may evolve,
since the point of fiber failure should relate to a reduction in cell wall density.
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IV.
The infrared microspectroscopy technique wo_d benefit from microcompression cell
pressure control. Use of the peak ratio technique given in APPENDIX B may then provide
accurate determinations of interfiber lignin content. In addition, the infrared microspectroscopy
technique would also have the unique ability to map lignin concentrations within fibers as well as
between fibers. It may flso be possible to average m_tiple single fiber spectra for each point in
the calibration set. Although time consuming, this technique should work if the spectral quality
is sufficient.
Another way of approaching the problem of pressure variation wo_d be to eliminate use
of the microcompression cell. It may be possible to compare reflectance/absorbance spectra to
KBr pellet calibration spectra. However, this procedure does involve pressing the fiber with a
roller pen prior to analysis and may not be quantitative due to loss of stray radiation.
Perhaps the best approach wo_d involve use of an embedding techniqe. Single fibers
could be carefi_ly placed in a nonabsorbing background material with an index of refraction near
that of cellulose. Of course, KBr is typically used for this purpose, but the microscope may not
be able to focus on a fiber within a KBr pellet. Since atmospheric moisture can create an opaque
pellet, perhaps pellets can be carefully formed in a dry box. This procedure would seem to solve
all problems if the optical difficulties could be surpassed; the spectra would be acquired as an
average spectra from the bench spectrometer and as single fiber spectra from the
microspectrometer. Effectively, they would be from the same sample set and should not be
subject to differences in molec_ar vibrational response.
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All data obtained from laboratory pulping is tabulated in this appendix. Table A 1
contains pulping data for 2.5-mm-thick chips and 10.0-mm-thick chips. These pulps were used
in density gradient column analyses. Table A 2 contains pulping data for 3.0-mm-thick chips.
These pulps were used in the FTIR microspectroscopy analyses.
All pulps were produced using southern yellow pine. The pulps in Table A 1 were from a
22 year old loblony pine (Pinus taeda). The bottom 8ft. section was rotary veneer cut to 0.100in
(2.5-mm) thickness for thin chip studies. The middle 8ft section was cut to 1O-mm-thickness in
the radial direction, and 25-mm in both the tangential and longitudinal directions. Table A 2
contains pulps that were produced from a similar wood source that was described as southern
yellow pine. All wood was provided by Georgia Pacific of Madison, Georgia.
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Karl Fischer Titration and Water Analysis
The Karl Fischer titration procedure is the most sensitive procedure to determine the presence of
water in organic solvents TM. The procedure traditionally uses a reagent solution of iodine, sulfur dioxide,
and pyridine in methanol. However, nonpyridine based solvents are now marketed under various trade
names _82.A coulometric titrator was used in this application, where a charge is established across two
platinum electrodes in a reaction cell. The free iodine in the reagent is reduced to iodide in the presence of
water. The voltage increases to maintain the constant charge, and the extent of the voltage increase
determines the level of water present.
A glass syringe and stainless steel needles were necessary for the chloroform and
tetrachloroethylene used in this study. The apparatus is highly sensitive to water and must be carefully
installed to ensure reaction cell dryness. Water that has been adsorbed within the reaction cell should
equilibrate with the coulometric solution, however, this equilibration can take days and should be avoided.
Karl Fischer measurements were taken throughout the solvent preparation procedure to initially
diagnose trouble areas in technique development. The procedure served as a monitor of solvent dryness
prior to beginning the tedious process of fiber preparation, impregnation, and column development.
Variations in solvent water content were controlled and density gradient column measurement
reproducibility was improved. Table B 1 provi&s the titration data for the 21 columns analyzed in the
density gradient column portion of this thesis.
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Verification of the Composite Normal Model for Histograms
The composite normal model was chosen on the basis of simplicity, flexibility, and the knowledge
that the physical and chemical pulping limitations could lead to at least two individual pulping rates within
a given pulp sample. Application of this model to each sample required that some criteria be used to
statistically verify each model fit. Without such verification, the model would have little merit. Therefore,
the method of choice was the Chi-square (Z2) goodness-of-fit test 253.
Table B 2 provides a list of density related parameters for 3 point moving averages of all
distributions included in this thesis. Fractional contributions, average fiber density, and standard deviation
in average fiber density for distribution A and distribution B are shown with respect to the degrees of
freedom set by the modeling equation. Tabulated statistical values for the Chi-square goodness-of-fit test
are given at the a=0.01 and ct=0.05 probability levels. The last column in Table B 2 provides a "false"
statement for acceptable Chi-square values that are within ct=0.01 and ct=0.05 probability limits, whereas
unacceptable Chi-square values are given for distributions that did not fit within stated limits.
The moving average can add error to estimated parameters by artificially broadening the narrower
kraft holopulp distributions. Table B 3 provides the entire data set, as calculated with the composite normal
distribution fit method on actual data. Use of actual data provides Chi-square values that are much higher
than that obtained from data modified by a three-point moving average. However, the model does fit the
trends well, as verified by Table B 2. All data analyses were performed on this data set. Transformations

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Complete Set of Histograms
In an effort to achieve a concise and readable thesis, efforts were taken to reduce the
number of figures required for explanations. Likewise, it is also important to provide the reader
with all information used to develop the defense of this project. The following figures provide
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Figure B 4. Holopulp and brownstock distributions for 63.7 kappa number kraft pulp
from 10.0-mm-thick chips.
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Figure B 9. Holopulp and brownstock distributions for 31.4 kappa number kraft pulp
from mill chips.
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Figtnre B 10. Holopulp distributions for 24.1 kappa number kraft pulp firom mill chips. 
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Figure B 12. Holopulp and brownstock distributions for 24.6 kappa number kraft pulp
from mill chips.
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Verification of the Average Fiber Density vs. Kappa Number Model
The relationship between average fiber density and Tappi T236 kappa number appeared
slightly quadratic in character, especially when plotting average class values for comparison
purposes. Therefore, a qualitative and quantitative statistical analysis was necessary to determine
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Figure B 13. Average fiber density vs. Tappi T236 kappa number; model for secondary
analyses.
At first glance, it is not obvious which model is most appropriate. In fact, it may not be
clear what the linear and quadratic models imply about lignin density as a function of extending
delignification. Using the assumption of a constant kraft holopulp average fiber density from
Table 10, the remaining contribution to fiber density is from lignin. It can be mathematically
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shown that the linear model implies a constant lignin density, whereas the quadratic model
implies a linear change in lignin density throughout the kraft cook. Additivity shows that
Pr = Pl. (x) + PH(1- x) , where
Pr = total fiber density, g/ml
pn = kraft holocellulose fiber density, g/ml
p_.= kraft lignin density, g/mi
and
x = weight fraction lignin = (0.1338)(kappa number). 252
The relationship between Pr and kappa number is used to obtain a value of Pr at a
particular value of x. Thus, generic forms of both linear and quadratic models can be substituted
for Pr in the additivity relationship. This purely empirical approach provides a mathematical
method for understanding what each model implies about the effect of kraft cooking on lignin
density. Differentiating for PL with respect to x eliminates terms in each model assumption.
Using the differentiated form of each assumption and integrating for PL gives
d(pL) = a + (Pn c) dx = ax + + constant
X 2 X
for Pr as a fimction of aX 2 q- bx +c, and
ld(Pz) = l((Pn-C))dXx2 =(C-xPn)+constant
for Pr as a function of bx + c.
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Both models predict a value of ,oN from the intercept, c, thereby eliminating a term from
each of the integrated expressions. Therefore, the linear model implies a constant !ignin density
throughout the kraft pulping process, whereas the quadratic model implies a linear change in
lignin density with extent of cook.
Intuitively, it may be expected that the relationship would be nonlinear, assming that
structural changes in lignin are measurable through changes in lignin density. StruCtural changes
in lignin, as a result of condensation reactions, are known to occur as the cook proceeds.
Interestingly, a comparison of the correlation coefficients supports curvilinearity, as does the
apparent curvature of the average class values of average fiber density vs. kappa number.
Furthermore, a residual plot provides some qualitative evidence of the quadratic trend, as shown
in Figure B 14.
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Figure B 14. Residual plot of kappa number determinations from density measurements.
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The residual plot suggests a curvilinear trend rather than a linear trend. For both linear
and quadratic secondary analysis models, a second order equation was fit to the residuals. An
even distribution of residuals around the quadratic model produced random scatter around the
value of zero in the residual plot, resulting in the horizontal dashed line of Figure B 14.
Conversely, an uneven distribution of residuals around the linear model indicated a systematic
relationship in the residu_ plot, resulting in the parabolic solid line of Figure B 14. Thus, the
qualitative relationships and correlation coefficients suggest that the quadratic model may be
most appropriate. However, a more rigorous quantitative analysis indicated that there is re_ly no
statistical evidence to reject the linear secondary analysis model.
Table B 4. Lack-of-fit and sums of squares analyses; linear vs. quadratic models of average
fiber density vs. kappa number.
Linear Quadratic SS lin.-SS quad.
F LOF F LOF F contr.
=,v],v2=fcrit 0.01,8,11=4.74 0.01,7,11=4.08 0.01,1,11=6081
a,vl,v2=fcrit 0.05,8,11=2.95 0.05,7,11=3.01 0.05,1,11=242.9
f-ratio 1.688 1.193 5.153
Under the premise that the simplest model be used, it becomes important to know the
statistical significance of adding higher order terms to an assumed model. Table B 4 compares
F-ratios for linear and quadratic models. Both models are given an F-ratio to determine "lack-of-
fit", or systematic error, for a more rigorous test of curvilinearity.
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The lack-of-fit test involves separating the residual sum of squares into a pure error term and a
systematic "lack-of-fit" term, where
ZZ(yju-Yj_xp)2= ZZ(yju-Yjavg)2+ Znj(Yj_xp-Yjavg)2,or
SSresidual s = SSpureerro r q- SS lack-of-fit, and
Yju = "uth''observation from the "j*" class,
Yjavg = average of all observations in the ,,jth,,class,
Yj_xp = expected value from the model for the "j*" class, and
SS - sum of squares, or sum of the squares of the deviations.
The F-ratio for lack-of-fit is simply the ratio of the mean square for lack-of-fit to the pooled
mean square for pure error TM. Table B 5 lists the data used in calculating the F-ratios given in
Table B 4.
Although the F-ratio for systematic error was reduced in the case of the quadratic model,
the corresponding F-ratio for the linear model could not reject linearity at the (_=0.05 level.
Similarly, the significance of contributing a quadratic term to the linear model could be tested
through an additional F-ratio, termed F_on_inTable B 4. The difference between the residual sum
of squares from the l'mear model and residual sum of squares from the quadratic model represents
the significance of the quadratic term in reducing the total residual sum of squares. A significant
reduction would result in a corresponding significant F-ratio for that reduction. Since the F-ratio














































































































It was statistically necessary to assume the linear model. This was understandable, since
the large pooled mean square error that controlled the quantitative statistics also controlled the
strength of the qualitative statistics. As a result, available data was unable to prove that lignin
density decreased linearly in the range of 10 kappa number to 70 kappa number, as shown in
Figure B 15. However, it was already proven that the random error could be reduced from
0.0035 g/ml to 0.0015 g/ml through simple improvement of sampling technique, thus reducing
the magnitude of the pooled mean square error. When the quadratic relationship is proven, a
entirely new realm of fiber chemistry analysis could arise.
In summary, the density gradient column may be able to provide more exact measures of
lignin density through very simple technique modification. The result is a potential secondary
analysis technique with the ability to provide correlations between lignin density and another
chemical characterization technique of choice, such as NMR. The ability to analyze lignin in its
native state would have an application superior to that of its referee technique, at this point in
time. It may also prove useful in model bleaching chemistry studies to derive model compounds
through density gradient column fractionations of isolated Iignin. Figure B 15 describes the
proposed relationship between lignin density and extent of cook. Note that these results are
nearly identical to the lignin fractionation results of Yoshida et al 193.
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Subtraction Algorithm and the Effect of Spectral Variability
The FTIR subtraction algorithm is based on the spectral subtraction procedure of Friese
and Banerjee 227.To help identify factors that may create differences in spectral subtraction
results, a simplified spreadsheet model was developed. A set of number arrays were produced
using standard normal distributions by varying g and c_,where _t is the mean of the distribution
and (_ is the standard deviation. By varying x from 400-4000 cm 4, it became possible to use
simplified peaks as analogs to individual cellulose and lignin spectra. A characteristic peak for
lignin is typically found at about 1600 cm 'l, whereas cellulose has a comparatively stable peak at
about 1300 cm 'l. A "standard" peak for each component was simulated using a standard
deviation of 200 em4. The small 5-20% contribution of lignin to the overall spectra was
modeled bY taking the desired contribution from the lignin analog spectra (n2) and adding it to
the cellulose analog spectra (nl). Likewise, the peak width was altered by changing this standard
deviation. In the following analysis, the "sharp" peak has a c_of 125 cm4 relative to the
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Fibre C 1. Lignin analog(n2), cellulose analog(nl), and overall (nT) spectra.
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Figure C 2. "Sharp" peaks superimposed over component and total spectra.
Figure C 1 and Figure C 2 illustrate the simplicity of the model. Component nl is the
simulated cellulose component, whereas n2 is the lignin analog component at a representative
20% of the "standard" lignin spectra. The sum ofnl and n2 is nT, or the overall lignin and
170
cellulose composite spectra. Figure C 2 includes the "sharp" subtraction standards, nl' and n2',
that will be used to simulate the effects of peak shape. The first step in this theoretical analysis is
to describe the perfect subtraction routine. The standard cellulose component will be subracted
from the overall spectra and should theoretically yield a perfect 20% fraction of the standard
lignin spectra. Figure C 3 ill_trates the comparison between sharp and standard peak, where in
this case the standard cellulose subraction spectra is perfectly overlapped with the cellulose
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Figure C 3. Comparison of the standard peak of nl with sharp peak of n2.
In Figure C 4, an example of the perfect subtraction routine serves to illustrate the















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C 4c shows that the area under the first-derivative of the subtraction result is
minimized with a subtraction factor of I. This is expected since nT, the total of nl and n2, is
comprised of exactly 1 unit of the standard cellulose analog curve. The remaining difference
spectra is exactly 20% of n2. Most importantly, the area under the first derivative curve has been
minimized to identify the correct scaling factor for the subtraction component.
Ultimately, subtraction standards need to dilineate differences between cellulose and
lignin to the largest degree, in order to maximize the slope and produce the most useful
calibration curve. Shared absorbances between cellulose and lignin will only decrease the
scaling factor ratios, thereby reducing the accuracy of this secondary analysis.
Figure C 5 illustrates the same subtraction procedure using the sharp nl spectra, where
the c_was reduced from 200-125 cm 4 to obtain the sharper distribution. In this imperfect case,
the model is identifying the appearance of the difference spectra and its associated first-
derivative spectra. Clearly, the subtraction factor that minimizes the area under the first-
derivative peak in this imperfect case is significantly different than its counterpart in the perfect
case of Figure C 4. In fact, the n2 spectra does not come out unscathed in the difference spectra.
This explains why it is difficult to obtain a good lignin subtraction standard through spectral
subtraction of holocellulose from overall pulp spectra. A near perfect holocellulose match would
be required to obtain a good lignin difference spectra, and may be beyond reasonable expectation




















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C 6 describes the relationship between the area under the first derivative curve and
the FTIR subtraction factor. As absorption intensities are reduced through the subtraction
procedure, peaks are removed and the complexiW of the infrared spect_ is reduced. The
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Figure C 6. Selection of optimum FTIR subtraction factor.
It has always been understood that differences in lignin structure from sample to sample
may exist. However, the basic premise of the subtraction algorithm is that it is a secondary
analysis based on a calibration curve. The differences between lignin structure have been
assumed to be kappa related and therefore should allow our analysis to provide us with spectral
"FTIR kappa numbers" at the individual fiber level. However, variations of an unknown origin
have existed in early spectral determinations of kappa number using this technique. Figure C 4
and Figure C 5 both depict differences between a perfect and an imperfect subtraction standard,
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along with an illustration of the results these standards produce. The question remains, "can we
assume that imperfect subtraction standards will provide reliable c_ibration curves?"
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_ nl _ nl'_ --nT(.20) ,_ .e, --nT(.20)0.0030 ·: 0.0030 ;: ' ·
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Ao g,
Fibre C 7. A.) standard n2 subtraction peak (n2') and B.) sharp n2 subtraction peak
(n2').
Our model allows us to approach an answer to this question in simpler terms through
development of calibration curves using two different n2 standards in conjuction with an
imperfect nl standard. Fi_e C 7 describes the two scenarios, where Figure C 7a depicts the
standard n2 spectra using a c_of 200 cm '1,whereas Figure C 7b depicts the imperfect "sharp" n2
subtraction spectra using a c_of 125 cm4. The internal cellulose subtraction spectra also uses the
sharp distribution with a, of 125 cm '_highlight the relative importance of the internal standard
number array.
Calibration curves were produced from 5-20% of the standard lignin spectra combined
with the standard cellulose spectra. The overall lignin contribution (n2) then becomes 0.05/1.05
to 0.20/1.20, or 4.8-16.7% lignin.
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Figure C 8 shows the response of the overall spectra to the subtraction routine. There are
differences in the slopes, where steeper, more Useful calibration curves came from the standard
n2 subtraction spectra with a c_of 200 cm4, which happens to be equal to the c of the lignin in
the overall spectra. However, the sharper n2 subtraction standard did produce a useful, though
less accurate, calibration curve. It appears that dissimilarities between the simulated lignin
"types", based on the c of the distribution, created :this decrease in the dilineation between lignin
(n2) and cellulose (nl) in the subtraction.
Factor Factor Factor Ratio Ratio
Lignin [ignin lignin cellulose liglcel[ liglcell
Component standard sharp sharp standard lignin sharp lig.
0.167 0.260 0.200 0.365 0.712 0.548
0.130 0.213 0.175 0.365 0.584 0.479
0.091 0.165 0.150 0.365 0.452 0.411
0.048 0.110 0.125 0.365 0.301 0.342
0.750
0.700 7__0.650 Y = 0.3114x2+ 3.3726x + 0.140








ol [3 lig/cell sharp lig.c
:_ 0.400
0.350 O ' y = 1.9357x 2 + 1.3106x + 0.2757
0.300 _ P?=1
0.250 , , ,
0.000 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.200
fraction of lignin in sample
Figure C 8. Comparison of calibration curves obtained from differing peak shapes.
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The two plots in Figure C 8 show the calibration curve relationships between the standard
lignin subtrahend (n2) and the sharp lignin subtrahend (n2'). When the subtrahend peak was
sharpened, the slope of the calibration curve decreased. This suggests that as the similarities
between the component and subtrahend decrease, so does the slope of the calibration curve and
the accuracy of this secondary analysis technique. These differences may be due to differences
in IR technique, specular distortion, baseline drift, over-absorbance, and even subtle changes in
instrument calibration. In addition, poor experimental technique can also result in physical
inconsistencies such as sample moisture content variations and atmospheric background
corrections.
Liquid-cell Model 2 _Factorial Analysis
The four component liquid-cell model system was chosen to verify the viability of the
subtraction algorithm, along with an analysis of how the system works with various fimctional
group types. Three simple chemicals were chosen and mixed in a carbon tetrachloride (D)




Cf Cfc-cCH3 CI_ /C1c1/C=Cxc1 CI_ _C1cI_C_c1
A.) Toluene B.) Tetrachbroethyl_ne C.) gcelophemne D.) CarbonTetrachlorite
Figure C 9. Chemical structures used in liquid-cell model analysis.
Carbon tetrachlofide is used particularly for its relatively absorption free character.
Figure 44 illustrates the spectra for each of these components. Table C 1 provides a 23 factorial
analysis of variance for subtraction of these components from a complex mixture.
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Yates' algorithm was used to analyze the data in Table C 1, where an analysis of variance
was used to calculate effects, sum of squares, mean squares, and the resulting F-values. Yates
algorithm compares the effect of changing component concentrations from a low concentration
to a high concentration. Also, it has the ability to determine interaction between components.
The "file" column contains notation of lower case letters a, b, and c refer to component
concentrations. Each cell under "file" refers to a mixture that contains all four components.
However, the presence of lower case letters implies that the noted component is at its high level
of concentration, whereas the others are at their low level of concentration. The notation (1)
refers to all components at a low level of concentration.
The top set of rows from left to top fight first contain A,B, and C columns with
subtraction factors for each component from the select mixtures. The second set of A, B, and C
columns contain "%std" values that indicate the volumetric percent composition of components
A, B, and C. The third set of A, B, and C columns contain "%FTIR" values that indicate the
percent composition of each component as determined by the subtraction algorithm. The column
on the far top fight contains the sums of squares for the differences between volumetrically
determined concentrations (C_) and FTIR determined concentrations (Ci). The total of the sums
of squares for all components is provided as one value for each mixture The differences between
the volumetrically determined concentrations and the FTIR determined concentrations are used
to provide a measure of the accuracy of the spectral subtraction technique for this system. The
second set of rows contains calibration curve data, where individual components were mixed at




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Yates' algorithm and the analysis of variance finally show us that the critical F-ratio at a
0.05 level of significance far exceeds the F-ratios for main and interactive effects. Therefore, the
procedure worked well according to this analysis. Interestingly, the system appeared slightly
sensitive to changes in the concentration of component A, toluene. There were negative
interaction effects whenever the concentration of toluene was at its high level with another
component at its high level. The implication is that the value for the sums of squares increased,
or accuracy decreased, when components interacted with toluene in the liquid-cell model system.
KBr Pellet Preparation Variations
Past research has shown that variations in sample preparation create variations in spectral
results. The following figures illustrate the presence of water, the effect of oven drying, and the
effect of grinding cellulose samples in a Wiley mill and Wig-L-Bug TM. A Wiley mill is a
centrifugal cutting device that repeats cutting until the fibers pass through a screen of specific
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Figure C 10. The presence of water in dioxane lignin. 
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Figure C 11. The presence of water and the effect of oven drying on cotton. 
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As shown in Figure C 10 and Figure C 11, water is a problem in the 1595 cm4 region
regardless of whether or not freeze-dried samples are stored under ambient conditions, in a
dessicator, or oven dried immediately prior to analysis. Interestingly, the cellulose sample
appears much more sensitive to ambient humidity than to sample preparation. Thus, it is very
important to perform subtractions outside of this highly variable region. As a result, the regions
of 850-1525 cm 4, 1225-1525 cm 4, and 1300-1475 cm 4 were assessed for their subtraction utility
with the highly variable infrared spectra.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, consistent results must exist between samples.
Figure C 12 is descriptive of the loss of fine structure that occurs when grinding cellulose
samples in the Wiley mill and Wig-L-Bug TM apparatuses.
.4
freeze-dry and cryocrush
/,_ _ & _,,_t v_ 0n5,18,95. ///_/_L
0- I/t_"_ln _ _ _ // % I X.X.x'---.---_
! __,-,_ ,reeze-'""'__'_,_,ey-mil,, Wig-L-Bug 7 _X --'-"--
il 2-5minutes, and oven-dry \\
-.2- '_, j_} _ _,.,,J" V_\v_ on 0/10/96. _,L
-.4- _ ! v_.._ e e-dry, g-- g ///-_-"- '_
_.,_ff'- '_x_._/_]t _,,_/._ ._ .. 15-30 minutes, and oven-dry _ ,/// \_
-
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Absorbance/Wavenumber (cm-1)
Figure C 12. Various kraft pulp fiber preparation procedures.
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The effect of the Wiley mill is indeterminate at this point, however, it is apparent that the
Wig-L-Bug creates a pronounced deterioration of fine structure. Therefore, the most
reproducible method of acquiring infrared pellet spectra of kraft pulp fibers was through freeze-
drying followed by cryocmshing. Cryocmshing may not have been necessary given the fact that
most kraft pulp fiber diameters are on the order of 30_m to 50_tm. However, cryocrushing did
shorte n long fibers, making pellet pressing easier. The use of the Wig-L-Bug TM was directed
towards producing a more uniform particle size to improve spectral baselines. Unfortunately, the
baselines obtained through use of the Wig-L-Bug TM did not appear improved, whereas the loss of
spectral information was certainly apparent.
It also becomes important to understand the effect of sample preparation on component
spectra. The effect of grinding on the lignin sample is irrelevant, however, the effects of oven-
drying and acquiring spectra in the microcompression cell are important to understand.
Likewise, the effect of microcompressing fibers is important to understand prior to
attempting subtractions. Figure C 14 describe how a microcompressed fiber, pellet fiber, and
pellet lignin sample relate to one another.
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Figure C 13. Effect of oven-drying and microcompress'mg lignin.
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Figure C 14. Comparison of spectra: micrompressed fiber and pellet cellulose relative to
pellet lignin.
A dramatic difference exists between microcompressed and pellet fiber spectra. Not only
is this an obvious limitation with the secondary analysis, but the magnitude of the lignin spectra
present in a 33.4 kappa number pulp is small. In fact, only about 5% lignin is present within a
33.4 kappa number pulp 252. Differences in band overlap from differences spectrfl character from
the microcompression cell become more of a problem when trying to detect such small
component concentrations.
Discussion of Attempted Subtraction Procedures
The FTIR subtraction routine was unsuccess_ in correlating pellet calibration curves to
individual kraft pulp fiber spectra. Pressure variations in the diamond compression cell created
uncontrollable changes in the state of the complex wood fiber matrix. In contrast, it has been
shown that pellet spectra can be highly reproducible if sample preparation is carefully controlled.
Three different approaches were investigated, and they will now be discussed for future
reference.
The first attempt involved direct subtraction of subtrahends from microcompressed fiber
spectra within select infrared regions that appeared consistent with pellet spectra. Average kappa
numbers and standard deviations in average kappa numbers were inconsistent and out of range.
The select spectral regions were chosen based on a high percent similarity between pellet and
microcompressed spectra. Percent similarity was based on subtraction of the compressed sample
from the pellet sample within the range of interest to produce a "dissimilar" spectra. Next, the
microcompression cell spectra was subtracted from the dissimilar spectra to determine the
percent of the microcompression cell spectra contained within the dissimilar spectra. Percent
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"similarity" is defined as l O0*(1-"dissimilar" fraction) within the select spectral regions. The
selected infrared ranges were 1300-1475 cm 4 for cellulose and 1225-1525 cm '_ for lignin.
Table C 2. Percent similarity measurements with associated error.
%similarity
select 1225-1525 1300-1475
sample description region: cj_.___!.) (cm-1)
microcompression cotton and cryocotton pellet
cotmclbc and cot12bc 76.48
cotmc2bc and cot12bc 81.96
cotmc3bc and cot12bc 78.25
cotmc4bc and cot12bc 84.94
microcompressed lignin and lignin pellet
dlgmcbcl and dligl_bc 81.79
dlgmcbc2 and dligl_bc 82.81




The second approach involved the knowledge that peak intensities can increase as a result
of pressure. This is a result of changes in the freedom of molecules to rotate and vibrate when
pressure is applied. Unfommately, these changes in the physical state of the wood component
molecules are not reproducible in the diamond compression cell. Perhaps this can be controlled
through control of pressure in a modified apparatus; however, the problem had to be addressed
differemly at this time. Earlier research has shown that cellulose crystallinity can be measured
through the ratio of the 2900 cm 4 peak to the 1372 cm '_ peak. Compression cells have also been
shown to increase crystallinity within fiber samples 25°. It was proposed here that compression
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Figure C 15. FTIR calibration curve with error bars for correction factors.
The error bars in the calibration curve relationship were derived from the 6% error
inherent in the correction factors chosen for correlation of pellet spectra with microcompression
cell spectra. Scaling factor ratios for the microcompression cell spectra were corrected according
to the percent similarities between pellet spectra and micrompression cell spectra in Table C 2.
In addition, variations in absorption intensity occur with variations in microcompression cell
pressure and were estimated using the crystallinity ratio method of O'Connor, since changes in
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pressure are also known to induce measurable changes in crystallinity . Figure C 16 illustrates
baseline corrections and relative peak height ratios for microcompressed cotton and pellet cotton.
Conveniently, the 1300-1475 crn'] spectral region coincides with the region used by O'Connor.
Figure C 17 illustrates relative peak height ratios obtained from the pellet calibration set
and individual fiber spectra from a 33.4 kappa number brownstock kraft pulp. A consistent
decrease in peak height ratio with a decrease in Tappi T236 kappa number exists in the pellet
calibration set.
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Figure C 16. Peak height ratio technique in relation to select spectral region.
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Figure C 17. Variation in FTIR peak height ratios due to pressure.
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Figure C 17 is illustrative of large variations in spectral characteristics that can occur
within a given pulp sample as a result of microcompression cell pressure variations. A reduction
in peak height ratio for the 2900 cm4/1372cm '1 has been shown to correlate well to an increase in
percent crystallinity for cotton samples that have undergone alkaline hydrolysis of amorphous
regions. In this application, the peak height ratios are used for correction factors in an effort to
correlate microcompressed fiber spectra with pellet calibration spectra for secondary analyses of
delignification diversity. Pellet spectra peak height ratios are calculated from the linear
relationships shown in Figure C 17. The FTIR scaling factor was corrected
as follows:
dligl_ %cotsim.)l pell.pk.ratiOl = corrected FTiR scaling factor
cot 12_ %lig.sim.J _, mc.pk.ratio I
where the information from Table C 2 and Figure C 17 were used for the corrections and
calculation of the associated 6% error. Table C 3 lists the delignification diversity values
calculated using this FTIR spectral analysis procedure.
Table C 3. FTIR kappa number results using percent similarity and pressure co_ecfions.
fiber chip TappiT236 FTIR FTIR
file location thickness(cm) kappa kappa stdev
Cook 7m middle 10.0 33.4 -6.42 19.28
Cook 7e end 10.0 33.4 41.68 18.38
Cook 9m middle 2.5 33.9 26.07 14.43
Cook 9e end 2.5 33.9 31.35 14.67
78 kappa middle 2.5 78.0 99.96 16.33
Although the relative values of the five data sets appear fairly consistent with
expectations, the accuracy of the data is poor. The most questionable value is the negative kappa
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number of cook 7m. Aromatic peaks were obviously present in the 1510 cm 4 region, however,
this was not evident from the spectral subtractions. The standard deviation in average kappa
number values were relatively close to expected values. Therefore, the procedure had some
merit, but the variability in the individual fiber spectra created too much variability in the
subtraction results. The quality of the microcompression cell spectra seems to suffer from
specular distortions and should be improved prior to fimher investigation.
The third approach used the percent similarity tectumque in an attempt to quantify the
1510 peak. It has been shown multiple times in previous research that this peak correlates well
with bulk lignin content. In fact, the 1510 cm 4 peak and the 1595 cm4 appear almost exclusive
in this regard. Band overlap is probably the reason for this dependence, since band overlap
between carbohydrates and lignin predominates outside of these regions. Unfortunately, the
1595 em4 peak is adjacent to a water band, making this area is subject to much variability. The
1510 cm 4 aromatic breathing region remains as the only viable region not subject to a high
degree of band overlap from carbohydrates. This final attempt involved use of the subtraction
routine to remove the 1510 cm4 "bump" from the 1475-1525 em4 spectral range. Next, the
percent similarity technique was used to determine how much of the original spectra was
removed to eliminate the 1510 crn4 peak. This procedure seemed to show some merit, however,
the specular distortion from the compression cell technique frequently entered the range of
interest and seriously affected results.
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